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ABSTRACT

of 16 matched pairs of hearing
impaired and normal hearing preschool children, J to +
years of age, were compared in response to toy materials
selected on the basis of their auditory-rel-ated properties.
Toy categoríes included toys which chil-dren use to
produce sounds, toys with which children associate sounds
or language, and toys that do not produce sounds or are not
associated with sounds, Children were tested individually
during three 15-minute play sessions by separately
presenting them with toys from each of the categories for a
maximum time of 5 minutes per toy. Play responses were
examined j-n terms of durations of play and types of play
The play behaviours

including manipulative, make-believe, and cognitiveperceptual behaviours relative to the toy categories.
Results indicate that although the hearing impaired as a
group show some differences in play as compared to their
nonnal hearing peers, many of their play behaviours are
similar. The two groups play for similar lengths of tiñe.

with sound producing and sound associated toys, and for
different lengths of time with nonsound toys. However,
for heari-ng impaired children, the greater their hearing
l-oss, the less they play with sound producing toys, whil-e
the more educational experience they have, the longer they
play with nonsound toys. trn relation to types of p1ay, the
l-1

iií
hearing impaired as a group show similar play behaviours in
terms of sound manipulation, listening behaviours, makebelieve responses, and cognitive-perceptual behaviours as
the normal hearing, whereas those children with greater
hearing l-osses appear to be adversely affected in all- types
of pIay. The play of the hearing impaired is al-so
influenced to a l-esser extent by.age, education, arid

variables. ft would appear, therefore, that
it was those chil-dren with the greater hearing l-osses who
showed differences in play in the dírections hypothesized"
socioeconomic
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CHAPTER 1

Children acquire general organized knowledge about the
nature of their environment through sensory stimulation and
active interaction with the surrounding world (Caplan and
Cap]an, L9?3). Thus, an environment rich in visual-'
auditory, arid tactile experiences tail-ored to a chi-ld's

information-processing abilities is important in chall-enging
cognitj-ve gfowth.

In the young chil-d, exposure to perceptual- stimul-i and
active interaction with the environment is accomplished
through the behavi-oura1 medium of play, with play regarded
as an important cognitive activity and the basis of a1l
hi sher forms of i ntel I i gence (Furth , 1969; Piaget , L96?) .
Through play a child expresses gains in cognítive understanding based on hi-s or her interpretation of perceptual
experi-ence. In this regard, a child who is sensorially
handicapped, i.e., recei-ving reduced or no sti-mulation
through one or more sense organs, could be expected to play
differently than a child whose senses are intaet.
Specifically, children who are deaf or suffer from hearing
impairments may show possibJ-e differenees in those play
¡!!ÞIrv!
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behaviours d.epend.ent upon auditory stimulation and,/or
language

for their expression in

hearing peers.

1

eomparison

to

normal

Literature

Review

Pl-ây as a Cognitive_Aetivity

Play, âs the pred.ominant activity of young children'
has long been recognized by educators, philosophers,

and

psychologists atike. fndeed, over the past century, there
have been several theories about the functions of play in
the growth and development of children. For example,
Piaget (l-953) has looked at play primarily as ít relates to
the logical structures of knowledge, while Erikson (19þ0)
has Seen ptay as having prime importance in the mastery of
emotional needs. Trlhile extended reviews of theories of
play are availabl-e in the }íterature (Gilmore , L966; Mi-]tar,

1968), the focus of the present study is on play within the
framework of a cognitive processing system.
Only in recent years has play been formally recognized
aS the child's natural- medium of learning and an essential

part of intellectual development. As El-lis (T973) notes,
educators are beginning to realize that playful behaviour
is often motivated by an intense desire to l-earn accompanied by positive feelings of enjo¡rment. Thus, a child' who
is curious and. interested in exploring the surrounding
environment attempts to understand his or her world
through play, which is regarded as the primary vehicl-e for
the expression of thought in a young child. In this
regard., a.Ì1 important function of play is cognitive functioning, with play serving as the chil-d's exploratory and
eval-uational approach to environmental stimul-i (Neumann,

3

L97L),
Jean Piaget (L962) has been the main exponent

of the

relationship between play and. cognitive development.
According to his theory, play is "the activity by which a
child assimilates external reality to his own internal
l-ife" (ivlilter, 1970, p, 113). Thus, in play, Piaget views
the child as incorporating experience into his own psychological processes, i.e., assimil-ation, rather than adapting
his sense of reality to external forces as is the case in
irnitative behaviour. Piaget regard.s the development of
play behaviours as corresponding to cognitive development,
with sources of thought found in the preverbal sensorimotor actions performed and experienced in the first early
years of a child's life. ïn summarizing the importance of
play in Piagetian terms, it is seen as the basís of all
higher forms of mental- activity, and as intel-l-ectual by
nature in l-eading a child from activity to s¡rmbolic
representation.
Another important researcher in the area of cognitive
development and play is Jerome Bruner, whose studies have
been highly i-nfluenced by Piaget (Bruner, Olver, and

Greenfield, 1966), Bruner stresses that learni-ng takes
place most readily in an atmosphere of playfulness, and l-ike
Piaget, stresses the importance of a personal experience or
sensation as being the foundation for perception and

thinking. Experiments of Bruner on levels of awareness
and intelligence in infa¡ts indicates a powerful

+

information processing ability in infants that responds to
environmental stimuli, i.e., their brain is programmed for
actions and skilts that are elicited by sensory stimulí and

interaction (Bruner, L973),
Closely rel-ated to research on play and cognitive
development are those studies relating play and creativíty.
Since creativity is regarded as arr important facet of
cognitive processes, there is a¡ underlying relati-onship
between creativity, cognition, and ptay. Sutton-Smith
(L96? ) has particularty emphasized the function of play as
one of creative expression, and defines play as exploratory
environmental-

behaviour which transforms environmental- information by
playfulness. Omwake (19Ø) and Almy (L968) similarly
emphasize

the exploratory nature of play and the

imaginati-ve transformation

of reality.

consequent

They note that

self-initiated or spontaneous play all-ows a child. to give
fult reign to curiosity and imagination. Qmwake regards a
unique feature of play as the possibility of endowing
objects and events with desired features and functions.
Thus, researchers indicate an important refationship
between creative behaviours and Ìearning and identify both
processes in the PlaY of children.
In addition to emphasizing the cognitive val-ue and
characteristics of play, investigators of chil-d development, through extensive observation, have provided
d.escriptive lists of stages of growth in children's play
(Hurlock, Lgt+z; Gesell , 1949; Piaget, L962). For example,

- .':
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Hurlock lists different kinds of pl-ay, emphasizing that the
degree to which children engage in these various kinds of
play differs according to indívidual preference and age.
Her l-ist of play behaviours include free spontaneous pfay
which is mostly exploratory in nature, dramatic play which
reaches its peak at about 5å years as a ehil-d becomes more
realistic, constructive play, and music ptay, all of which
fol-low certain developmental- patterns.
Throughout the

literature on cognitive

development,

intrinsic motivation has been regarded as a primary force
in development and play (Neumann, L97I). In this regard,
trl'l i e f I ozlì reg:rrls the activation of play behaviour as
\L/

I J

dependent upon environmental stimulati-on and interaction
between organism and environment. Play

is viewed by Ellis

as a vehicle with which the child can mediate the amount of
stimulation available to achieve a balance at an optimal

level of arousal-. Research on cognitive development has
al-so emphasized that the child must be in eontrol- of the
l-earning situation, enabling the child to sel-ect the type
and direction of transaction with the environment to match
his own level of complexity (Sackett , 1965). Play experiences in particular provide the child with opportunities to
control.
While nearly all theories of play account for it in
terms of inner contingencieS or reinforcers, there has been
evidence to show that some ptay behaviours are related
to external reinforcers, with cultural and family
assume

6

in ellciting certain types of play.
For example, Smilansky (L968) found that imaginative and
dramatic pfay behaviours are not as common in children from
l-ower socioeconomic backgrounds as in those from higher
l-evel backgrounds. She attributes this to home environments
which do not provide the materials for, or the reinforcement of, imaginative play. Exploratory play behaviours are
also reported to increase in stimulating environments wlere
there is a variety of toys and play materials, and where
adul-ts reinforce such behaviours and teach children to
i-nteract wíth their environments (Mussen, Conger, and Kagan,
rsØ).
fn summary, then, according to the theories relating
play to cognitive development, the process and objectives
of play vary over time, withi-n and between children.
Although different terminol-ogy tends to be used, there is
much agreement on the description of play stages reached by
children in the work of Piaget (L962), Gesel-l (L949), and
Herron and Sutton-Smith (197ali . PIay appears to be a
process similar to that of cognitive functioning with play
behaviours increasing in compl-exity with age depending upon
the cognitive level of the individual, and upon the quality
and quantity of environmental stimulation. Thus, the
potential activity of play is inherent in children, but
since they play within a specific environment, the form and
content of their play are learned or acquired within and
according to the sociocultural context of their environment.
envirorunents important

7

Pl-ay Behavi-our of Hearing Impaired Children

While much ínformation is avail-able in the l-iterature
concerning the normal development of play, there is very

l-ittle

on the development of play in children who are

sensory-impaired, specifically those with hearing deficits.
Michel-man (L974) provides some insight into the importance

of play experiences for the intellectual- growth of deficit
nr"i rrrran i o., chil-dren with sensory or physical handicaps.
He views sensation as the foundation for perception and
cognitive development in that children l-earn about their
environment through exploratory play by combining visual,
auditory, tactile, and kinesthetic sensations. Michelman
stresses the critical importance of providing a deficit
child with rich and varied sensory inputs, with such
experiences provid.ing enriching cues about reality, and
discriminating one thing from another. According to
Michelman, aoy knowJ-edge which deficit children gain
through their intact senses helps them to process and
interpret i-nformation from the surrounding world which is
internal-ized through play.
Unfortunately, the role of poor sensory input, specifically auditory deprivation or deafness, in relation to
v¡¡+¿u!
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ehi I riren's n'ler¡ dewel onmcnf, is not well doeumented.l

Indeed, the paucity of research studies focusing on pfay
behaviours of deaf and hearing impaired children points to
4

'Deaf children refers to those in whom the sense of
heari-ng is non-functional for the ordinary purposes of J-ife,
whereas the hearing impaired are those children in whom the
sense of hearing, although defective, is functi-onal with or

without a hearine aid.

I
the critical need for more empirical data in this area.
The studies which are relevant to the present investigation
will be discussed.
In a study by Heider and Heider (A94l-) of hearing
impaired children 3 to 6 years of age, it was found that
ì n nl ev- I 'ìmi ted communication restricted social relations
amongst the children, and that hearing impai-red children
more frequently carne into confl-ict with others than hearing
chil-dren. These researchers noted that hearing impaired
children were handicapped in dealing with qualities of
objects and abstract relations, and were therefore largely
limited to concrete aspects of the present situation, and
were unable to make specific meanings clear, In addition,
they added that hearing impaired children were unable to
anticipate the next step in a situation, as well as being
limited in imaginary play. Heider and Heider eoncluded
that these behaviours all contribute to the reduced social
interaction of hearing impaired children, and consequently,
an ínereased incidence of individual play in such children.
In comparing the play of hearing impaired children
with that of hearing children, Kendall (f9fi) found the
greatest difference to be in dramatic play and the l-east
difference in free muscul-ar play. lnlith regards to dramatic
play, he notes that among hearing impaired children, sueh
play occurred almost as frequently as among hearing
children, but that the dramatic play of the hearing
impaired chil-dren was seldom woven into consistent or long

r\

.

í
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patterns of fantasy as occurred in hearing children.
Kendall believed that lack of language in hearing impaired
chil-dren was retated to a deficit in dramatic play,
particularly at the presehool level.
Vygotsky (L966) studied hearing impaired chil-dren with

varying degrees of delayed speech development and found
that those who possessed poor oral Ìanguage could not
substitute one object for another in play as easiJ-y as
those who had relatively good level-s of speech acquisition.
He stressed the need for heari-ng impaired chil-dren to be
taught skitls such as those involved in subject substitution in play-like situations.
Heilitzer (I962) investigated the effect that frustration had on do11 ptay of handicapped. and non-handícapped

:

children, A total- of 75 chil-dren were examined, and
included those with hearing impairments, those with
orthopedic disabilities, and those with no handicaps.
Assessing play before and after a frustrating task resulted

:.,

in emotj-onally inappropriate behaviour as a more common
response in handicapped subjects than norma] subiects
(although the incidence of emotionally appropriate behaviour
was below that found in other studies). The amount of
thematic dotl- ptay engaged in by non-handicapped children
was greater than that for handicapped children' with
frustration tasks havíng a negligible effect on the nonhandicapped group, and an adverse effect on the thematic
play of the hearing impaired group. fn addition, the play

1..:

:,

l_u

of the hearing impaired group was found to be characterized
by a general clumsiness sueh as dropping toys and other

play

equipment.

the most extensive studies of the play
behaviour of aurally handicapped children was conducted by
Kretschmer (L9?2) , A sampl-e of ?I pairs of preschool- hearing
impaired and nornal hearing children was used and their
índividual play behaviour and social interaction styles.
were compared. The first phase of the study indicated
dífferences in the play between the two groups of children.
Kretschmer reports that the hearing impaired were more
active in the test situation, moving about the room more,
with fewer "goal directed" movements, i.e., movements from
one specific object to another, âs compared to the normal
hearing children, Differences were also reported in
handling of objects, with the hearing impaired picking up,
One of

transporting, and settíng objects

down more

The hearing impaired were reported

to

frequently.

engage

in more self-

exploratory activities, i.e., handling their cl-othes, hair,
otr. - Tn re¡¡zrds to the amount of behaviour noted in all
areas of actual play behaviour, i.e., mechanical, classification, dressing up, setting up, pretending, and problem
solving, the normal hearing chil-dren exceeded the hearing
impaired. However, it was found that for both groups' the
v

vv

|
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À vbe.

of the situation such as physical
activity and^ manipulation seemed to predominate over interaction with the toys on a creative basis as in pretending

more mechanical aspects

7t
and problem-solving. Kretschmer also reports

that

the

hearing impaired employed more generalized and "immature"
methods of exploration and scanning behaviours with toy
materials, i.e., using gustation, ambient vision; and ambient
taction, âS compared to the normal- hearing who were more
sel-ective in exploratory efforts using focal point vision

taction.

the communicative
behaviours of both groups were examined, the hearing
impaired used more gesturing, babbl-ing-like noises, and
distressful sounds, while the normal hearing chil-dren used
more speech a-nd sound effect utterances when playing with
certain toys, e.8., cars, ãs well- as more humming: I^
summarizing his research findings, Kretschmer concluded
that the play of the hearing impaired chil-dren was
"immatrlre" in comparison to that of the normal hearing,
inrl'ì eatins â need for more direct guidance in the play
activities of hearing impaired chil-dren. The second phase
of the str:dw focused on socia] interaction, and results
ind.icated that the hearing impaired were l-ess cohesive as a
group, produced fewer successful social contacts, and used
gesturing as a communication device more frequently than
vocalizing as compared to normal hearing chil-dren'
fn a more recent study by Darbyshire (L977), dramatic,
constructive, and motor aspects of play of 4J hearing
impaired. children between I and B years of age were
observed in classroom arid out-of-classroom situations.
Based on the observations of an experienced ptay therapist'
and specífic intentional

When

t2

as well as questionnaires completed by teachers, counselors
and parents, Darbyshire eoncl-uded that "the evol-ution of
play in young hearing impaired children seems to follow the

pattern described by Piaget but slows down with age in
rel-ation to normally hearing subjects" (p. 25), Tn regard.
to constructive and dramatic play, gatnes, social development and communication, the hearing impaired chil-dren were
reported to develop more slowly than the normal child.
This vras most obvious in social development where more
solitary and parallel play was observed rather than
associative or cooperative ptay, âS weII as in games, i.e.,
those forms of play activities involving rules and a fairly
high degree of verbal conceptualization. For many of the
hearing impaired children, dramatic play was l-ess
imaginative or elaborate, consisting almost of straight
imitation with little object substit-ut-ion ut-il-ized.
Constructive play, ê. S. , colouri-ng, painti-ng, drawing, âs
well as activities j-nvolvi-ng water, sand, clay' were found
to be relatively well developed in the hearing impaired
chil-d with the exception of block buil-ding, i,e., many
hearing impaired chil-dren at about / years of age buil-t
towers, copied designs, or tined bloeks up for no specific

structural ends. Vilhen
the hearing irnpaired children were observed in their preschool settings, they were reported to do a considerable
amount of aimless wandering, not knowing how to occupy
their time. To summarize Darbyshire's findíngs, the

purpose rather than using them for

1?

playing of ganes was the area in which the heari-ng ímpaired.
chitd was the most retarded, particularly if speech and
Ianguage were not well developed and chil-dren were unabl-e
to foll-ow rules. Motor play was the area in. which they' were
least retarded, i.e., the majority of chil-dren were
normally active in their motor play' 'Rel-atively "mature"
play patterns of the hearing impaired were related to
several- factors including the acquisition of hearing aids
at a young â8€, an early start of training and/or therapy,
as well- as high socioeconomic backgrounds. Thus, higher
socioeconomic status was associated with greater skill in
constructive, and dramatic play. The length of time a '"'
child had been wearing a hearing aid and received therapy
was posítively related to the degree of social development.
In addition the degree of hearing loss was found to
ad.versely affect certai-n types of play inctuding motor

play, dramatic play, and games
A further series'of short experiments by Darbyshire
(I97?) examined the ptay of nine matched pairs of hearing
impaired and normal- hearing children. The behaviour
patterns of the hearing impaired were reported as l-ess
mature, being characterized by needless laughter and
purposeless moving about, finger sucking, and exaggerated
staccato gestures. In addition, object substitution

and

relatively common i-n normal hearing
children but not in those with auditory deficits. The
hearing impaired children also showed. Some fear behaviours,

make-bel-ieve play were

14

with a few refusing to participate unl-ess accompanied by a
known adult. Darbyshire concluded that most of the hearing
impaired ehild.ren in his studies were retarded in their
play development, rating lowest on ganes a.nd most highly on
motor play, âs wetf. as being retarded in dramatic and
constructive play. Basing a general comparison on the
normative data for hearing children, Darbyshire notes that
the hearing impaired were delayed, on the average' bY
about 18 months in their general play development.
In overview, the literature and research on the play
behaviours of deaf and hearing impaired chil-dren indi-cates
that generally their play is less developed tha¡ that of
normal hearing children. There is evidence that, with
intervention, play behaviours of children with auditory
deficits need not be delayed as they often are if such
chitdren are given more dírect guidance in their play by
parents and teachers.
fn this regard, Furth (L973) maintains that experience,
of which play is a large part in childhood, is the greatest
deficit of the hearing impaired child, and emphasizes the
importance of play as a non-verbat symbolic system in
eveloping a child' s cogni-tive abilities . Thus , cogniti-ve
deficits shown by deaf and hearing impaired ehildren may be
vi-ewed. as due to experiential deficits rather than to a
d

lack of verbal language abilities per se. Indeed, âs !üatts
(1979) points out, "The fact that most deaf children are
denied to a large extent the ready-made s¡rmboI system of

1(
L)

the hearing world, not only for eommunication, but also for
thinking, suggests that thinking cannot find its base in
verbal- behaviour or these children could not think at aII"
(p. 47), It is noteworthy that historically, studies of
conceptual development began by finding large dj-fferences
between hearing impaired and normal heari-ng children

(Ol-eron, 195Ð. However, due largely to the work of Furth

his associates (Furth,

linguistic requírements
of tasks were reduced and understanding of tasks assured,
resulting in only minimal differences between deaf and
hearing subjects (Darbyshire and Reeves, L969), Similarly,
data on intelligenee scores and cognitive abilities of
and

1964),

hearing impaired children indicate a normal- range of
abilities when nonverbal- tests are administered indivi-

dually and steps are taken to ensure that the chitd understands the instructions (Hiskey, L956; Vernon, L96B),
In sum, the importance of play as a means of developing
cognitive abil-ities and symbolic thinking in young chil-dren
with aud.itory deficits cannot be overstated (Harris, L97I,
L9?5), As Darbyshire (L973) notes, "There appears to be a
marked lack of understanding among adults who work with
hearing impaired children that play is as important in
learning as fonnal instruction, particul-arIy in the years
of infancy and early chi-l-dhood" (p. 33). Thus, play .has
particular importance for a chil-d with communication
disorders in making experience more than just simple
exposure. In this regard, Schlesinger and Meadow (L972)

I6

the immaturity of hearing impaired. child.ren partly on
the schools they attend in their early years which often
restrict mobility and. motor activity, placing undue stress
on a child and inhibiting learning. The importance of free
play as a learning experience has al-so been emphasized by
McDermott (lgZO) who believes that hearing impaired
ehildren should attend a normal nursery school- program
before entering first grade. She stresses that appropriate
integration is conducive to developing language and
provid.ing accurate models for social habits and play
blame

patterns.

It is evident from a review of the literature that
little systematic research has been conducted in the area
of play arrd the hearing impaired. Clear1y, there is a need
for additional- studies to more accurately assess differences in the way the deaf and hearing impaired play in
compari-son to their normal- hearing peers. Tn this regard,
the quality and quantity of sensory information, in
particular auditory stimul-ation, is of speeial interest ín
assessing how cognitive development may be facilitated
through play behaviour. Since none of the studies have
examined ptay of aurally handieapped children in relation
to stimul-us properties of toy material-s, this area of
research is open to maily investigatory possibilities for a
more meaningful interpretation of experimental results.

L7

Statement

of

Problem

This study was designed to investigate play
behaviours of hearing impaired ehildren, which are
described in the literature as "de1ayed." or immature." Tf
the eliciting of so-cal-Ied "mature" pfay is associated with
the perception of auditory stimulation or the use of
language, the probl-em becomes one of determining whether
the child responds "immaturely" simply as a consequence'of
not receiving the necessary auditory sti-rnulation. In
an attempt to discern whether a l-ack of auditory inforrnation is a relevant factor in "immature" play behaviours,
the play stimuli for this study were specificatly sel-ected
on the basis of their auditory-related properties. Ihree
categories of toys were incl-udedr (a) toys chíldren use
to produce sounds, i-.e., sound producíng, (b) toys with
which children associate sounds or language, i.e., sound
associated, and (c) toys that do not produce sounds or
are not associated with sounds or language by children,

i.e.,

nonsound.

It was, therefore, hypothesized that hearing impaired
and normal hearing child.ren pfay differently with toys
that produce or are associated with sound but similarly
with toys not directty related to sound.
For purposes of this study, durations and types of
play were the dependent measures relative to the three
categories of toys. Accordingly, the specific h¡rpotheses

rô

IÕ

were as follows3

l_. Normal heari-ng and hearing impaired chil-dren play
with sound produeing and sound associated toys for
d.ifferent lengths of time, and with nonsound toys for
sinilar durations.
2, Normal hearing and hearing impaired children
manipulate for sound and listen to sound producing toys for
d.ifferent lengths of time '
3, Normal- hearing and hearing impaired children
differ in their ma-ke-believe responses to sound associ-ated
toys.

l+,
respond

Norma1 heari-ng and

hearing impaired chil-dren

with similar cognitive-perceptual behaviours to

nonsound toys,

Tn addition, the communicative behaviours, i.e.,
vocaLizations and gestures, interaction with mother,

and

durations of nonplay of normal hearing and hearing impaired
chitdren were examined.

CHAP{TER 2

METHOD

Subi

ects

Subjects in the present study included 16 hearing
impaired. preschool chil-dren2 (nine boys and seven girJ-s),

3 to J years of âBe, and l-6 normal- hearing children3
individually matched with the hearing impaired group
(see Tabl-e 1). The normal hearing chil-dren were chosen
from a preschool- which offered a sirnilar educationalenvironment as the hearing irnpaired presehoo.l in terms
of play materials and prograrn, i.e., free play and
structured activities .

j",

zln" hearing impaired. child.ren attended the
Preschool- for the Hearing Impaired at the Society for
Crippled Children and Adul-ts of Manitoba, Vüinnipeg,
Manitoba.

3ffr" normal hearing chil-dren attended the Fort

Richmond l,utheran Church Nursery School, lniinnipeg,

Manitoba.

'lo
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Tab1e

l-

Characteristics of Normal Hearing (NH)
and Hearing Impaired (HI) Chil-dren

Sub j

Variable

Mean

SD

Mean

16
9
7

TOtAl N

BoYs
Girls
Age (mos.)
Education (mos,)a

HI

NH

ect

L6
9
7

4g,o
8,3

7,oL
4,99

,3
2,L
L3

,68
,93
.60

Soci-oeconomic

status
Family size
Birth order

?

SD

4g,L
l-L.6

?,3?

.6
L,g
L.6

,96

?

?.22

,??

,73

h.
Hearing loss" (db)

ffåîl*ffi" - -

Mos;

of amplificationc

-

"Al-1 children attend preschool on a
basis
. Ì-ì

îZ'J!ï,tut
L9,3

10,95

daily (hal-f-day)

"For three subjects, hearing loss in the right and left
ear differed, Thus, the minimum mean was cal-culated using
the ear with the lowest loss and the maximum mean using the

highest l-oss.
cBased on information obtained. from

the presehool

which

the hearing impaired attend, the number of months of amplification is closely related to the start of individual
therapy or auditory habílitation.

2t

The subjects were sel-ected using the following

in order of priority.
Age. The ages of the members of a pair were matched
within J months of one another. A subject's age was
considered in terms of the number of months of age at the
time of participation in the study. Ages of the subjects
ranged from JB to 61 months (see Appendix A for distribution of ages).
Sex. The sex of members of a pair was the same in all
matching variables l_isted

...

'.

'
'

cases.

Socioecono4ic_stalus. The socioeconomie status of
members of a pai-r was matched as cÌosely as possibl_e
accordi-ng,to Darbyshire'

s socioeconomic classification

scal-e (see Appendix A).

Additional information was col-l-ected on other variabl-es
including preschool educational experience, family size,
and birth order ( see Appendíx A ) . rntel-l-ectual potential
was not inel-uded as a matching factor because of the
difficulty in obtaining valid measures of intel_ligence from
a young child with impaired hearing.
The hearing ímpaired chil-dren were required

to

meet

the folrowing selection criteria. A1r of the children were
fitted with hearing aids, had moderate to profound sensoryneural losses (tables 2 and 3), had no obvious second.ary
handicap such as a behavioural disord.er, motor handieapr or

2?

Table

2

of Hearing Loss (0U1 Relative to
Degree and Difficulty with Speech

Range

Pqncra

nf

h o qr-i n¡r

loss (db)'

Tl o

025
25-40

crr.'a o

Very mild
lvltIo

Difficulty with
Faint speech
Low intensity
speech

lrn

P¿

Moderate

Norma] speech

I /
JJ

ñ^
IV

Moderately

Loud speech

'fu-))

c! aI¡ôFô

7o-85

Severe

QË+

Profound

I
I
I

I

.t

Deafness for
cnaanl.r

Note.

the above i-nformation obtained from the
presehoor attended by the hearing ímpaired chil-dren,
hearing rosses for this study were represented by the
following values 3
Mod.erate l-oss
48 db
Moderate to severe l_oss
55 db
Moderately severe loss
6l db
severe lo ss
? o db
Severe to profound loss
B0 db
Profound l-oss
85+ db
Based on

1n¡itfrout ampli fication.

;:

:,:,:.:1:1:;.

;:;.:;,.:'.''t;::.

:'

",-',1
,.'

"i"

ì

'

rr' l
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Tabl-e
Number

of Hearing Tmpaired Children
to Degree of Hearj-ng Loss
Number

Tìa.crz.aa nf

hearing l-osso

Maximum l-oss

Moderate

Moderate

3

of

Aecording

Chil-dren
Mini-mum l-oss

t_

to

severe

Moderately severe

0

I

3

lt
+

Severe

¿.

Sorrpr.o
nr-nfoll¡fl
v tn
vv
_t/¿ v.

6

Profound

?Wit¡rout ampl-if ic ation.

¿

I

^tl
/Lt

visual impairment which significantly interfered with their
functioning. Supplemental information obtained from the
mothers of the hearing impaired indicated that l-4 of the
children had congenital- hearing losses, whereas only two
suffered postnatal losses ( one at 3 months of age and the
other at 2 years ) . ïrríth the exception of one child who
usually wore a hearing aid, L5 children wore hearing aids
all of the time. In addition, the mothers indicated how
long amplification had been used and rated the child's
level of communicative abil-ities. (See appenOix i. ) The
preschool- which the hearing impaired children attended did
not use or encourage parents to use manual- communication
with.the children, but rather, focused on the development
of auditory-oral language skill-s.
Parents of normal hearing a::d hearing impaired
chil-dren were contacted by telephone regarding their

willingness to participate and were then nailed letters
and consent forms with stamped self-addressed return

B.') Although no remuneration was
given for partieipation in the study, transportation was
provided to and from the testing sessions if it was
envelopes. (See Appendix

desired.

Testing Materials
Play materj-als were chosen for the sound. producing,
sound associated, and non,sound toy categories following

pretesting'with normal hearing and hearing
impaired. chil-dren (Table 4). The criteria for the
extensj-ve
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able
Toys Selected

for

l+,

Each Category

with Assigned Designations for

of Play Stimuli

Counterbal-anced Orders

Order categories

Toy category

(1

^^a
Þr

Xylophone
( Piano ) a

Boxes

Record

SA

Vehicles

Animals

H'l n-c'êìâ
nrrnna{-c
y4}/}/v vu
( hand

player

puppets

(

NS

Puzzles

Nesting
blocks
(

"sP,

Sound producing toys

SA:

Sound assoeiated toys

l\Tq.

Nonsound toys

"Alternate toys in parentheses.
Fr

)

qh eno s
(

1)

puppets ?)

Geometric

seriating
sticks

hand

form
box)
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sel-ection of toys included ( a) developmental appropriateness, (b) general appeal to both girls and boys' (c)
familiarity, i.e., toys sinilar to those found in the
nursery school-s which the sample chil-dren attended, and

(d) the l-ikelihood of eliciting specific behavioural
responses ( i. e., manipulative, make-believe, and cognitiveperceptual behaviours). Because of individual differlnces
in toy preferences, alternate toys were selected to ensure
that such preferences would not i-nterfere with the total
duration of play in a session
The toy categories used for testing were as fol-Iows.
(S ee Appendix C for d.etailed description of toys, )
Sound producing toys. Toys in this category included
a xylophone with a tapping stick and a toy piano as an
alternate, (b) a set of six square boxes, three of which
contained bel-ls, and (c) a record player with records.
Sound associated toys. This category consisted of
(a) toy vehicl-es including a car, fi-re engine, dumptruck,
and airplane with a garage and stoplight, (b) miniature
animals including a sheep, pig, dog, cow, and l-ion, with a
barn and water trough, and (c) a set of two finger puppets,
and alternates including two pairs of hand puppets.
Non-sound toys. This category included (a) ,eight
wooden picture puzzles, some open-r and others closed-figure
ty¡les, (b) a set of nine nesting bl-ocks and an al-ternate
toy consisting of I0 rectangular sticks of seriated
lengths, and (c) geometric shapes (circles, squares'
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triangles, rectangles, a¡ld hexagons) of different colours
(ye]low, blue, and red), 'sizes (large and small), and
thicknesses (tfrict and thin), with a box containing
corresponding geometric partitions

.

of a teletrainer kit with
two actual- telephones wired to a central control unit.4
The telephones all-owed interaction between the experimenter
and child and provid.ed time to establish rapport. One pf
the phones was equipped with lighted buttons, two of which
Rapport materíals consi-sted

flashed, while the other phone rang.
In addition to the toy material-s, other equipment
ineluded (a) a stopwatch for accurate timings during
testing, (b) a l-arge chart on a bu]l-etin board in view of
the experimenter to display the order of toys for
presentation, and (c) a movabl-e l-ocker used to store toys
out of a child's view that was situated within the
experimenter's reach.
Procedure

To enabl-e the children to become acquainted with the

experimenter, she spent two days in each nursery

sehool-

prior to the beginning of testing.
Each child was tested in a small playroom at the
University of Manitoba, ( See Appendix C for a diagram of the
playroom.,) [esting was conducted during the morni-ng and
4Th" teletrainer kit was supplied courtesy
Manitoba Telephone Systen.

of the
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afternoon with the same time period for members of a
matched. pair. Al-1 children were tested. iriAivi¿ua11y
duri-ng three lJ-minute sessions, with a 3- to J-minute
break between sessions. The entire session was videotaoed
through a one-way mirror.
A child was brought to the playroom by the mother who

in the

the test sessions.5 During a
sessíon the mother was asked not to encourage interaction
with her child and was given one part of a J-part,
remained

room during

questiorrnaire to fill

in

co_ncerning general background

information on her child. (See Appendix D for a
questiorrnaire.

sample

)

child by presenting
the two telephones. After gesturing to the child to sit
down, the experimenter said, "Here are two phones for you
to play with." Vùhíle pointing to the phones, the experimenter remarked., "See , watch rnê . " Then, after demonstrating
Rapport was establ-ished with the

possible play behaviours using both phones simul-taneously,
the experimenter instructed the chitd, "Now you can p1ay."
As soon as the child touched one of the phones, the
experimenter manipulated the control- unit l-evers so that
either ( a) the lighted buttons on one phone fl-ashed for
approiirnately J seconds, or (b) the other phone rang two

)In t*o cases, the fathers of one normal hearing and
one hearing impaired child (both girls) accompaníed tfreir
children to the sessions when the mothers were ilI and
unable to attend.. Both fathers reported spending much time
at home with their children.
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conseeutive times. For as long as the child continued to

ptay with a phone, the e:cperimenter gave the corresponding

light reinforcement at J-second intervals. If
the child stopped playing with the phones, the erçerimenter
encouraged further play for a possible J-minute peri-od with
a maximum of three prompts by saying, "You can play longer
if you want to, " and if necessary demonstrating possible
sound o::

play behaviours again.

After a maximum of 5 minutes of play with the rapport
toys, the experimenter removed. the telephones and presented
the first experimental tqy, saying while gesturing, "Here
isa. You ean play with it. " (see Appendix C for
individual method of presentation of toys.,) As soon as the
child touched a toy, i.e., began to pfay, the erperimenter
began timing with a stopwatch. If the child either (a)
terminated a play session by gesturing or vocalizing, or
(b) ceased playing with the toy for J seconds, the experimenter prompted the child to play by saying, "You can play
longer if you want to," or "You can play more if you like."
A maximum of three prompts was given for a toy and then for
its alternate. ltlhen the child did not respond within J
seconds foll-owing the prompt, the experimenter ended the

session. 0n the other hand' if a child continued to play
wíth a toy for a maximum of J minutes, the experimenter
removed it and simultaneously presented a toy from a
different category. The experimenter instructed, "Here is
another toy for you to play with, " and then reset the

?rì

¿rv

stopwatch as before.

for presenting toys from
each of the three toy categories for the first sessi-on.
The experimenter then tol-d the chiId, "Your Mom is going to
take you for a walk now. You can come back and play with
more toys later. " the mother then took the child out of
the testing room for a 3- to J-mínute break. The second
and third play sessions followed the same procedural_ format
as the first session.
The same procedure was used

During each experimental session, the order of
presentation of the three categories of toys was counterbalanced across hearing impaíred chil-dren ( see Appendix c ).

child received the sarne counterbalanced order as his or her counterpart. iritithin toy
categories, the three toys representati-ve of each category

Each matched hearing

were al-so counterbalanced across chil_dren"

Although play with each toy category was all-otted
equal time in al-l- sessions, each category contained

different

of toys since alternates were included. in
an attempt to maximize a child's interest for a possible J
minutes. The al-ternate toys were presented if play with
the principal toy was terminated before 4 minutes. In
regard to the puppets, it was possible for a chil_d to play
with all three sets if he or she ceased playing with the
finger puppets arrd first set of hand puppets before +
numbers

minutes.

In the case of the geometric shapes, free-form sorting

3r

first.

rf a child showed (a) no classification behaviour during the first J minutes of play, (b)
other t¡4les of behaviours predominated over ctassification
during the fírst J minutes, or (c) ptay was terminated
was encouraged

before lt' minutes, then the form box was presented by
saying, "You ca¡ put the shapes in here, " whil-e gesturing
toward the box.

play with

of the toys the experimenter.
assisted a child under certain cond.itions. rf a child
simply requested help by gesturing or vocal-izing, the
experimenter pointed to the toy and said, "you try.,,
However, if a chil-d was having difficul_ty whire playing
with a toy and beeame frustrated or d.istressed, i.e., mad.e
distressful- sounds or gestures, pushed the toy away or reft
the toy, and play was interyupted, the experímenter
assisted by (a) showing a ehild the position or coryect
placement of part of a toy required for seriation, classificationr or spatiaj- placement behaviours, saying "Try this,,
or "seer" while pointing, (b) demonstrating the operation
of a toy, i.e., helping a child work the record player by
either winding it up, placing a needre on a récord, or
turning the switch on, or (c) otherwi-se helping a chil_d as
appropriate, e.9., assisting in putting a set of puppets on
a child's fingers or hands.
rn addition, the experimenter reinforced a ehil-d for
making a play product through seriation, cl_assification,
spatial placement, or constructive-buil-ding behaviour wíth
Duri-ng

some
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verbal- praise such as "That's

nice," or

"Good

for you."

Other pfay behaviours were acknowledged, if necessary, by
smiling or nodding and saying 'roh" or "Uh huh." Otherwise,

the experimenter attempted to limit verbal exchanges with a
child, and spoke only when necessary, €.g., when making the
toy presentations and ending a session or answering
chil-d' s question, etc .
a-

Coding and Scoring
The behaviours investigated were recorded from the

videotape in the form of a running record ( see Appendix E
for sample record). The time of onset of specific behav-

iours was coded within 2 seconds accuracy throughout a
session. As well, the type of behaviours shown by a child
were coded in the running record as they occurred i-n a
session. The duration of a behaviour was calculated or the
frequency of occurrence counted across a toy or a session
as appropriate.
The types of behaviours considered for coding
scoring were defined as described in Table 5.

and

Durations of Play
Behaviours were defined as play'when a child

was

actively invol-ved i-n behaviours pertaining to the toy
presented. A child's duration of play with a particular
toy was calculated by first determining from the running
record the start of play in a session, i.e., when a ehild
physically contacted or touched the toy, as well- as the
termination of play, which was either (a) the maximum of
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of plaY:

1.

Animated gestures

All toys

Record player

2, Listeni-ng behavióurs

Xylophone '
pi-ano, boxes
SP toys

Sound manipulation

2. 0ther maniPulation

1.

Manipulative behavi-ours

Types

Duration (totat secs.

All toys

Durations of pIaY

)

)

i) Across all- toys
ii) Across SA toys

Duration (total secs')

(record player)

(xytophone & piano & boxes)
Duration ( totat secs. )
i) Across all= SP toYs
fi) Xylophone & piano & boxes
iii) Record player
Duration ( totat secs. )

Duration ( total secs.

i) Across all toys
ií) Across each toy category

Scoring

Applicable toys

ToYs

Behavioural measures

Relative to Applicable

Scoring of Behavioural Measures

Table

u)

\+)

'

ognitive -perceptual- behaviours

2, Seriation
animals

seriating sticks,

Nesting blocks,

seriating sticks

boxes,

Geometric shapes,
boxes, nesting blocks,

c) Total
classification

(

Geometric shapes

with form box

(b) Structured

toys

Geometric shapes

AJ-l

Applicable toys

(a) Free-form

I " Classification

C

(nonspeech& speech)

2, Pretend vocal-izations

Behavioural- measures

Table 5 (continued)

(

total

secs, / I piece by size
or 2 pieces by

of highest matching
/ applicable toys

applicable toys

@e
/ btoct<s
ii ) Highest score / sticks
iii) Sum of highest scores /

Seriation scores

scores

Sum

and shape,
shape only

Mean

used simultaneously

SA

l-assification scores
score
ii ) Highest no. of dimensions
C

i)
toys
ii) Nonspeech& speech /
toy category

occurrence )
Nonspeech & speech /, aJ'L

eggg.uency_

Scoring

u)

(b)

Stimul-us-related
Stimulus-unrelated

Speech:

vocali zations

Nonintelligible

T.,aughing

Humming, singing
Random sounds

2. Vocalizations
(a) Nonspeech:

C

ommunicative behavi-ours
1. Gestures

5, Diversity of behaviours

l+, Constructive-building

Sum

of scores / al-t puzzl-es
secs, / piece

AIl toys

AtI toys

seriating sticks

toys

)

(total occurrence)

^Tyl*)"s
/ random
¡
l.aughing / nonintelligibte
/ al-l- toys
it) Speech /. aJ.L toys
v) Speech /eadn toy category
vi) Speech type: Stimul-usl
related / stimulus
unrel-atea / atl toys

iii ) Nonspeecl^Ivpr":^
and singing

caÏegory

Frequency

(totat occurrence)
i) Nonspeecn /. aLl- toys
ii ) Nonspeech ,/each toy

Frequency

TãffisFãrr

buiJ.ding

seriation, constructive/ J toys)

score
(Frequency of classification,

Diversity

Geometric shapes., boxes,
nesting stickè ,/

Mean

Construction score
(Sum of highest scores /
applicable toys )

i)

ii)

Scoring

Geometric shapes,
boxes, nesting blocks,

seriatíng sticks

Puz zl-e s

3. Spatial
placement

Applicable toys

Behavioural- measures

Table 5 (continued)

U)

\rr

Nonplay

Al-l toys

Al-1 toys

Interaction with
mother

Applicable toys

Behavioural measures

Table 5 (continued)

(totat occurrence)
(Across al-l toys)
Duration (total secs. )
i) Across al-l- toys
ii) Across each toy category
Frequency

Scoring

\,)
o\
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J minutes all-owed for a toy presentation, or (b) when the
child indicated the end of play by gesture or speech, or
ceased playing for at least 5 seconds, even after being
prompted. The number of seconds of pl_ay with each toy was
then calculated and entered in the data tables. A chil_d,s
duration score was the total number of seconds of play
across all- toys and within'each toy category,
Types of Pl-ay. The major types of play investigated
included the following:
Manipulative behaviours. Three kínds of behaviour
were considered as manipulative.

l.

manipulation. Play behaviours were coded as
sound manípulation when a child handled a toy i-n a manner
that produced sound. These behaviours were applicable only
to the musícal instruments and boxes in the sound producing
toy category. lnlhen playing with the boxes, a child had to
shake, kick, or otherwise handte the boxes to jingle the
bell-s for the behaviour to be coded as sound manipulation.
In order to be coded, such behaviour had to be repeated or
be accompaJr.ied with vocalizatíons, facial expressiolls, or
gestures, indi-cating that the bells were heard, The sound
manipulation score was the total number of seconds a child
engaged in this behaviour with the boxes and musical
Sound.

instruments together.
2, Other manipulation. Play behaviours were coded as
other rnanipulation when a child handled an object in ways

not defined by other types of behavi-ours, i.e., cognitive-

IX

JV

perceptua] behaviours. Al_though other manipul_ation was
applicable to all toy categories, a child received scores
based on the total number of seconds of such behaviour
across all sound producing toys ¡ âs wel-l as for the
i-nstruments and boxes eonsidered together,

3, l,istening behaviours. since risteníng was the
relevant behaviour associated with the sound produced by
the record player, it was cod.ed instead of sound. manipulation, which was not distinguishable from other types of
manipulatíon. A chitd coul-d show l-istening behaviours by
(a) keeping time with the music, ê.g., swaying, tapping a
finger or foot, dancing, etc., (b) vocatizing, e.g.,
talking about the music, hummíng, or singing, or (c) making
facial expressions, or gesturing to indicate that the music
was heard. A child's }ístening score was the total- number
of seconds engaged in such behaviour while playing with
the record

pJ-ayer.

Make-beli-eve behaviours

.

Two types

of make-bel-ieve

play were distinguished.

l-. Animated gestures. Behaviours were coded as
animated gestures if a child end.owed a toy with real- or
actual- qualities by making movements with the toy, e .g.,
flying the plane through the air, moving the vehicles along
the floor, hopping the animats along, making motions with
the puppets' heads, arms, and mouths, or mouthing them_
sêlves whil-e moving the puppets' mouths" A child could
also

show make-believe

play by pretending an imaginary

?o

object or person was present through bodily movements, ê.g. ¡
wriggling a finger along the floor like a snake, making
finger movements up the ladder of the fire engine.
Although animated gestures were applicable to all toy
categories, they were observed prinarily with sound
associated toys. A child received two scores for animated
gestures based on the total number of seconds of such pfay
across all toy categories and for the sound associated
category only.

2, Pretend vocal-izations. Responses were coded as
pretend vocal-izations which included pretend speech, ê.g.,
cal-ling a stick a 'car' , making the puppets tal-k, etc.,

or pretend non-speech sounds, e.g., maJcing animal or
vehj-cle sounds, such as a siren-tike noise when playing with
the fire engi-ne. Though such vocalizations were codabl_e
for all toy categories, they were recorded primaríly with
sound associated toys. Each distinct occurrence of speech
with a make-believe reference was coded as a vocalization.
For examplê, if a chÍl-d said, "Here's a house and here's a
car" whil-e pointing to structures made with the sticks, two
speech pretend vocalizati-ons were coded. Non-speech sounds
that were not discrete were coded as one vocalization,
€.9., roari-ng noise made with the lion. A child's pretend
vocalization scores were based on the frequency of occurrence of (a) both types of pretend vocal-izations considered
together across all toys and for each toy category, and (b)
each type of pretend. vocalization across all toys.
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Cognitive-perceptual behaviours. Four ' t¡rpes of
cognitive-perceptual- behaviours were considered.

l. Classification. The principal toy for eliciting
crassification was the set of geometric shapes. Free-form
and. structured cl-assificati-on with the aid of the partitioned form box were coded separately.
i) Free-form classification was eoded if a chiId,
without the aid of a box, matched or sorted geometric
shapes into groups by colour, size, shape, or thickness. A
chil-d was scored for cÌassifying a minimum of zo% of any of

the four dimensions. (a) col-our. A score of r was given
for grouping three shapes together of the same colour, and
a score of ,5 for each additional colour added to the
appropriate group. A child could receive a possible total
score of 2),J by matching shapes on colour alone, i.e.,
scores of 7 ,5, I and B for separately grouping the yelIow,
blue and red shapes respectively. (b) Size. If a chil_d
matched five shapes in terms of either alt targe or al-I
smaIl, a score of r was given, Each additional size added.
to the appropriate group was given a score of ,5, A child
could receive a possibte score of 2? for matehing on size,
i. e. , ff points for grouping atl_ the large or all_ the
small shapes. (c) Snape. A chitd received a score of I
for two pieces grouped on the basis of shape, and a score
of .5 for each add.itionat shape added to the appropriate
group. In this wãy, a possibte score of ?J was given for
classifying on the dimension of shape alone, i.e., J points

¿i1

for separately grouping eaeh of the five shapes in
totality. (d) tfrictcness. If a child matched. either six
thick or four thln shapes, a score of I was given. Each
additional piece added to the appropriate group was
all-otted a score of ,5, A possible score of 13 was given
for grouping all thick pieces and a score of 9 for grouping
all thin pieces.
A child's free-form classification score was based on
the finished play product, and not on the selection
process. Shapes that were matched on two dimensions were
scored by the dimension yielding the highest score¡ ê.g.¡
five large red shapes were scored in terms of col-our rather
than size. If a child classified the geometric shapes,
then destroyed the grouping and classified again, perhaps
using a different dimension, only the highest level_
aehieved, i.e., the highest score, wâs entered as the freeform elassification score. l¡rlhen the experímenter assisted
a child in cl-assifying, no score was given for the specÍfic
behaviour assisted.

ii)

play product scored on free-form classification was al-so scored for the number of dimensions used
simul-taneously in matching. For exampfe, if red shapes
were grouped regardless of size or shape, a score of l- was
given; if red circles were grouped together regardless of
size, a child received a score of 2; and if large red
circles were grouped, a score of J was given, Although all
pfay products were scored, only the highest number of
Each

+¿.

dimensions used simultaneously was entered. as the child's

representative score.
iii ) cl-assifieation was considered structured when
a chird placed the geometric shapes into their comect
positions in the form-box by matching for both shape and
size, or shape alone. A child received a score of I for
each piece coryectl-y placed by shape as well as size, and. a
score of ,5 for each piece correctly placed by shape, but
incorrectly by size, If a child was assisted by the
experimenter in matching a piece with the appropriate one
in the form box, the piece was not scored. rn addition, a
l-ower score of .5 was given for each piece placed in the
same piÌe as the prompted píece. since the child.ren spenr
varying lengths of time erassifying with the form box, they
were scored for the mean number of seconds required to
(a) classify one piece correctly by size and. shape, or
(b) to classify two pieces by shape onIy. Tn this wâV, the
structured classífication scores of the normal hearing and
hearing impaired groups were made comparable by accounting
for differences in play times with the form box,
iv) Several- other toys also el_icited classification behaviours, i.e., matching or sorting objects into
groups with a conmon descriptive property such as colour,
síze, shape, thickness, or sound. vs. non-sound. scoríng
was eompleted as fol-l-ows.
The boxes could be scored on three dimensions. (a)
Colour. A child received a score of I for each

"o1o"rr3r-;fñm.ry
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grouped

in totality, and a possible total score of 2 if

all three blue and three yelIow boxes were grouped
separately. (b) Size. A score of .5 was given for each
similar-sized pair of boxes grouped, and a possible total
eñ^1 ô nf 1 < if all_ siX boxes were matched by size in
three groupi-ngs. (c) Sound vs. non-sound. If a child
scored the boxes in totality on the basis of either sound
or non-sound, a score of l- was given. A score of 2 was
given if all boxes were grouped by their sound vs. nonL.

)

sound properties.

The nesting blocks were scored on the dimension of

colour. If a child grouped a pair of blocks of the same
col-our, a score of .5 was given, and if all colour pairs
were grouped separately, i.e., orange, yellow, blue, aJtd
white blocks, 2 points were allotted.
The seriating sticks were scored on the dimensj-on of
col-our. A child received a score of 1 for grouping either
three red or three yellow sticks, and a score of ,5 for
each additional- stick added to the appropriate group. A
possible score of 4 was given if a}l five red and five
yellow sticks were grouped separately.
Cl-assification scores for the boxes, nesting blocks,
and seriating sticks were based on the finished play
products. Any specific matching behaviours that were
assisted were not scored. lilhen mo_re tha¡ one instance of
classification was observed, i.e., a child matched objects,
detroyed. the grouping and then matched again, only the
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highest l-evel or score achj-eved was entered as the classification score for a toy, Based on a child's scores
obtained from classifying with the boxes, nestíng blocks'
seriating sticks, âS well as the geometric shapes, a totalclassification score was derived by summing the Scores
across all- of these toYs.
rn sum, a child received. four possible classification

scores. The geometric shapes yielded three scores
ine.lrrding la) a free-form classificati-on score' (¡) a
cl-assification dimensioll score, and (c) a structured
classification score ( shapes and form box). A totalclassification score v\¡as also given based on the sum of
individ.ual ScoreS across appJ-icable toys, i.e., geometric
+¿¡v¿qg¿¿¡Èf

\ s

/

, boxes, nesting blocks and seriati-ng sticks.
2. Seriation. Behaviours were coded as seriation if
a chitd ordered toys through positioning adjacent sizes.
Only finished pfay products were scored for seriation, with
the highest score obtai-ned used aS the seriation Score.
Specific seriating behaviours that were assisted were not
scored. Seriation was el-icited primarily by the nesting
blocks and seriating sticks.
ï\lith the nesting blocks, a child received a score of
t for every two blocks seriated ' and a score of I for each
additional block seriated as a group. Blocks could be
seriated one inside the other' one on top of the other, or
one beside another in a line. A total possibte score of B
was given if all bl-ocks were seriated in one grouping,
shape

+5

whiteseparatesetswereallotted.a]-owertotalscore.
score of
The seriating sticks were scored' by giving a
a
1 for every two sticks seriated of adjacent sizes¡ ârd
Scoreof}foreachadd.itionalstickseriatedinone
grouping.Ifachildseriated.allofthesticksgi.ê.¡
a
alternating red and yellow sticks' he or she received
seriated
score of 8. On the other hand, if the sticks were
in separate colour groups' a score of I was given for every
threered.orthreeyellowsticksseriated,andascoreof
I for each ad.ditional stick of appropriate colour and
}engthadd.ed.,Inthiswâ}lachildreceivedapossib}e
ScoreofSforseriatingeitherthered.oryell-owsticks
separately, and. a score of 6 if both colours were seriated
as seParate groups.

Othertoyscoulda}soelicitseriationbehaviours'
which were scored as follows '
Ïrlith the boxes, a child received a Score of
three boxes ordered by increasing or decreasing

I for any
size, and
oI one
a score of 2 for either two sets of seriated boxesr
set of six boxes double seriated, i.e", Iined' up in size
pairs in order of size' A score of I'5 was given for
doubleseriatíonwhenat}eastfiveoutofsixboxeswere
seriated correctlY'

Inregard.totheanimals,foreverythreeseriateda
Scoreo,flwasgiven,andforeveryadditionalanimal
A child
ordered.' one point was ad'd'ed' to a child's score'
differentcould receive a possible score of 4 if all six
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sized animals were seriated
In sum, a chil-d could receive separate seriation
scores with the nesting bl-ocks and with the seriating
sticks, ãs weII as a total seriation score based on the sum
of individual scores across all applicable toys, i.e.,
nesting blocks, seriating sticks, boxes, and animal-s.
3, Spatial pl-acement. Behavíours were coded as
spatial placement if a child placed a piece into the
correct position in a puzzle. A score of I was given for
every piece correctly positioned. If the experimenter

assisted a child in the coruect placement of a piece, the
piece was not scored. A child's spatial placement score
was the sum of the scores obtained on the individual
puzzles, i.ê., the total number of pieces correctly placed
across all puzzl-es. When the varying lengths of time
required by the children to complete the puzzles was
considered, a-n additional spatial placement score, namely,
the mean time required to correctl-y position one piece, was
anJ-anaÁ

4, Constructive-buil-ding. Behaviours were eoded as
constructive-building if a child made or built a structure
or form with play objects. This type of play was scored
for the boxes, nesting btocks, seriating sticks, and
geometric shapeq and was applicable to those behavi-ours not
codable as seriation or classification. If there was more
than one instance of constructive-building behaviour during
a session, the highest l-evel- achieved was taken as a

4Z

child' s score. A child received a score of l- for buil-ding
a simple linear structure, i.e., rnaking a horizontal or
vertical line with toys such as buil-ding a tower out of the
nesting blocks. A score of 2 was given for tridimensionaland more extensive structures, i.e., making an encl-osed
structure with height such as a buil-ding with the seriating
sticks, ma-iring a design other than a straight line' with
toys, constructing a recognizabl-e form out of the toys sueh
as malcing the form of a person with the geometric shapes,
or a ci-rcle with the nesting blocks. If the only instance
of a child's constructive-building behaviours were observed
during cl-assification or seriation, a score was given for
the highest level of such behaviour shown. The score
entered as the constructive-building behaviour was the sum
of individual- scores obtained across all applícable toys,
i.e., boxes, rIêsting blocks, seriating sticks' and
geometric shaPes.

5, Diversity of cognitive-perceptual behaviours. A
child received a score based on the total number of
different cognitive-perceptual behaviours, i.e., classificati-on, seriation, and constructive building' Shown while
playing with three toys. The specific toys scored for
rliwersítv of behaviours included the boxes, geometric
shapes, and. either the nesting blocks or the seriating
sticks, whichever of the latter toys eficited the most
diverse behaviours.
In addition to these major types of play, other

4B

behaviours of ínterest were coded and scored.
q

qiryqu4i_qe!_lv_q ÞehaVipgrs

.

Two types

of

communicati-ve

behaviours were eoded including gestures a¡d vocalizations.
Behaviours were coded as communicative gestures when a

child displayed intentional- bodily movement as a means of
expression such as pointing. This behavioural category
inctuded all gestures except animated gestures, and was
coded across all toy categories. A child received a score
for the total number of communicative gestures shown across
al-I toy categories.
Responses were coded. as either speech or non-speech
vocali-zation across all- toy categories. Speech vocal-izations were coded as stimulus related, stimulus unrelated,
or noncl-assifiable. Non-speech vocaLizations were coded as
(other than pretend sounds), noni-nte]ligible
vocalizations, distressful sounds, humming, singing or taughing.
Vocalizations were coded separately when they were heard as
discrete¡ i.ê. ¡ a word, sound, phraser of sentence was
coded as one vocal-ization. A child's vocalization scores
included. the frequency of occuruence of (a) all types of
speech and all types of nonspeech across al-l toys ând for
each toy category, and (b) humming and. singing, laughing,
related speech and unrelated speech, considered separateJ-y
random sounds

across all toy categories.
Non-'p1ay. Behaviours were defined as non-play when

a

chitd lost physical touch with a toy and d.isplayed
behavíours that were unrelated to the toy, e.g. walking or

t+g

looking about the room, goíng over to his or her mother.
Nonplay behaviours were applicable to all toys and were
coded only if a ehild engaged ín such activity for periods
of at least 5 seconds. A chitd's nonplay score was the

total

of such behaviour across all toy
categories, and across each toy category.
Interaction with mother. This class of behaviours was
coded when a chíld interacted with his or her mother by eye
contactr vocal-izations, Bêstures, or by actual physical
contact, either during play or nonplay. Such behaviour
was coded across all- toys. A child's score was the totalnumber of such interactions occuming across al-l- toy
number

of

seconds

categories.

fn addition to investigating behaviours with the
experimental toy categories, behaviours elicited by the
rapport toys were record.ed. The duration of a child's play
with the telephones was noted ín seconds in relation to
total- play with both phones, and play with each of the
phones. As well-, the total number of (a) communicative
gestures, (b) speech, rlonspeech and pretend vocal-izatíons,
and (c) interactíons with mother was recorded, âs well as
(d) the total durati.on of nonplay.
Reliability
Reliability

the experimenter
and. a trained observer are shown in Table 6, Data
cotlection was initiated after a correlatlon of .!O was obtained
(Fox, l969), Interobserver reliabilities were also
measures obtained between

The

of occurrence
Total frequency
of occurrence

Total- frecluency
.93

.9r

.96

.97

.92

"99

HI

.93

.99

,95

.99

NH

.92

l_. 00

Prior

1.00

l_. 00

.93

.gB

,97

.99

HI

1.00

,93

.87

,99

.9O

.99

NH

Midpoint

1.00

,93

,96

.98

,94

,99

HT

,98

.93

.99

.96

.99

NH

1,00

End

appropriate behavioural measures were taken for each toy and
correlations between coders were calculated for the duration or frequency of behaviours
shown across all toys.

Note:

Nonplay

fnteraction
with mother

(all types)

Gestures

(alI types)

Vocal-i zations

of occurrence
Total frequency
of occurrence
Total frequency
of occurrence

Total- frequency

Manipulation
(alI types)

Measureâ

Total duration
(secs,)/toy

ategory

Play behaviour

C

Behavi-our

Correlations for Interobserver Reliability Obtained prior
to, at Mídpoint, and at end of Data Coding

Tab1e 6

o

\^
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at the midpoint and upon cornpletion of data
coding. Reliabilities obtained ranged from g = ,87 to I.00.

determined

Data Anal-ysis

Data obtained on the duration and types of play

of normal hearíng and hearing impaired children
u¡as analyzed using a correlated t-test.
Other behavioural
responses of interest were also analyzed in the same
responses

ma-nner. The Pearson product-moment correlati-on coefficient

to correlate subject charaeteristies and
behavioural measures. The accepted l-evel- of probability
was p <.05. Tendeneies, though nonsignificant, were
reported at the p<.f0 level-.
was used

CHAPTER 3

results of the pfay sessions are presented in
two parts: (a) between group comparisons of behavioural
measures, añd (b) correl-ations between sub.iect charac-ueristics and behavioúral measures.
The

Between Group Comp4risons

Results of the major analyses provid.e comparisons of
normal hearing and hearing impaired children in terms of
their durations and types of pray with sound. producing (sp),

(sA), and nonsound (ws¡ toy categories.
Durations of p1ay. Across al-l toy eategories the
total- durations of pfay of the two groups of chil-d.ren are
not different (ta¡le Z), However, within toy categories,
children with normar hearing ptay longer with the nonsound
toys than children with impaired hearing, t(15) = 2,29,
p(..05. Wíth sound producing and sound. associated toys,
both groups play for simil-ar durations.
Types of play. Compari_sons of the types of play
sound. assoiiated.

behaviours between normal hearing and. hearing impaired
children are presented separately (fa¡te 8).

1. Manipulative behaviours. The groups are compared
in rel-ati-on to three kinds of manipuration. Normal hearing
52
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Table

7

Between Group Comparisons

(Secs.

) for

of PIay Durations

Normal Hearing (NH) and

Hearing Impaired (HI ) Children
Play

durations
(

secs. )

Across
1 *^*.a
-'t
dJ-J-

UrrJ È

toys
SA toys
NS toys
sP

op

(.

o5

HÏ

NH

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

L9I+.9 3?6,55 L823.2 394,6?
5?6.+ 197,63
553,+ L52.05
?84,9 68,39

598,4 L76,8?
507,I L72.90
7I?.6 LjT,LT

t-ratio
,87
,39
,96

2,29x

Normal

B

*p

(

.05

Ivlake-believe behaviours
l-. Animated gestures:
( total- secs. )
Across all toys
Across SA toys
303.8
289.2

LOz.6

player)

(across SP toys)

behaviours
3, listening
(record

&

182.

)

xylophone--&piano

boxes

I9T,4

2, Other manipulation

(

total secs. )
1. Sound manipul-ati-on

(

Mean

NH

L37.28

L35,I4

56,25

go,3B

??.96

SD

Between Group Comparisons

Manipul-ative behaviours

measure

Behavioural

for

B

239.6
2L7,3

91;1

262.7

Lso.6

Mean

HT

141. 82

r38.1þ

4g.zt+

83.07

Bg "50

SD

of Types of Play Behaviours
Hearing (ivlt¡ and Hearing lmpaired (Hf ¡ Children

Table

.26

L.42

L

.69

2,50'É

L,7O

t-ratio

\^

Mean

NH

ùU

ognitive -perceptual

3.9

'3

?.4

6

3, Spatial Placement:
Total score / aJ,L puzzles33,4
7,L
Mean secs , / pLece

Highest score / ulocks 7,3
L.3
Hiãhest Fcore / sticks
(q=12 ) o
fotãl score across toYs 9.2

2, Seriation:

score
Structured score
(n=12 )a
Total score across toYs

Free-form highest score 5.+
Free-form dimension

1. Classification:

( scores )

behaviours

C

L, 54

7,L9

2.9o

T,B2

L,+5

5.e5

?

3

9.+

28.

r0.

2.8

g.a6
4.24

3,1+2

2,L/-+

r.5+

I .98
I,B7

1.13

.00

r,99

L,+g
L.93
.63
B.J9

'rlÕ.oA

1. ¿lB

5

nñ

,72

3,9

L,7T

7,79

L.55

28,74

20,1+

B.B

r,79

t-ratio

29,99

Þu

2r,g

Nlean

HI

,62

5,38

2. Pretend vocalizations (total occurrence)
52 ,78
5I .6
Acro ss all- toys
4z,g?
42.2
Across SA toYs

measure

Behavioural
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)

6.It.

l+.2

Mean

NH

1.15

I,I7

SD

6.8

t, ^
*,
)

Mean

HI

L39

I.I3

SD

,95

,17

t-ratio

bseríation scores with the sticks are compared
for only
pairs of chil-dren since four
of the normal hearing children and two mãtched hearing 12
impaired children did not
receive the seríating sticks.

"Orrly 12 pairs of children are compared for structured cl-assificatíon since one of the
normal hearing and three of the hearing impaired group were not given the form box when
playing wíth the geometric shapes.

5, Diversity of behaviours
(frequenôv / I toys)

toys

4, Constructive-building
(total score across

measure

Behavioural-

Table B (continued)
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for sound
with musical instruments and boxes, and listen to the
record player for similar durations. However, hearing
impaired children engage in other manipulative behaviours
with all sound producing toys for longer durations
than normal hearing chil-dren, t(f5) = 2,50, p <.05.
2. Make-¡etieve behavi-ours. Make-bel-ieve
and hearing impaired chil-dren manipulate

behaviours incl-ude animated gestures and pretend

vocalizations. The durations of animated gestures and
the frequencies of pretend vocalizations during play
across toy categories and across sound associated toys
are simil-ar for normal hearing a¡d hearing ìmneirerl
chil-dren,

3, Cognitive-perceptual behaviours.
Cl-assification, seriation, spatial plaeement, and
constructive building scores are considered separately.
Classification, when seored across toys, tend.s to be
higher among hearing impaired children , t(I5) = L93,
.p (.10, although the groups do not differ when freeform and structured cl-assification scores with geometric
shapes are compared. 0n seriation, total scores
and scores for nesting blocks do not differ for
the groups, but hearing impaired ehil-dren tend to
seore higher wíth seriating sticks, t(l-1) = I.99, p( .I0.
0n the other hand, normal hearing children tend to score
higher on total- spatial placement, t(15) = I.98, p <
.10, and also tend to require less tirne to correctly
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place a piece in a puzzle, t(15) = f ,BZ, !( .I0.
constructive building scores of normal- hearing and hearing
impaired children are simil-ar.
In addition to the major types of play, other
behavioural responses (communicative behaviours, non-

play, and interaction with mother) of interest
presented in Table t.

are

beþeyiours. Gestures¡ âs one form
of communicationr ârê used more frequently across al-I
toys by hearing impaired children than normal hearing
chil-dren, t(f5) = 2.8L, p. 1,05, Vocalizations, âs
another form of communication, include speech a¡d nonspeech. Across all toys, the normal hearing use speech
vocalizations more frequently than the hearing impaired.,
t(15) = 3.97, p(.01. These speech vocal-izations of
normal hearing chil-dren are more frequently stimulusrelated, t(15) = 3,99, p (.01¡ and tend to incl_ude more
stimul-us unrel-ated vocalizations as compared to hearing
impaired children, t(lJ) = L,87, p (.1-0. Even -within
toy categories, more speech is used by the normal_ hearing
with sound producing toys, t(15) = 2,66, p (.01, sound
associated toys, t( 15 ) = 4.92, p ( . OOI-, and nonsound
toys, t(15) = 4.00, p (.OJ-. Non-speech vocali-zations,
on the other hand, are used more frequentty by hearing
impaired children across all toys, t(lJ) = ?-.L?, p(.05,
as well as with sound associated, t(15) = 2,38, p(.05,
and nonsound toys, t(15) = 2,14, ! (.05, fn comparison
Communicative

ommunicative behavi-ours
1. Gestures
(total frequency /
all toys )

vocalizations

T,aughing
Random sounds

*p 1,05
**p (,.01

iv)

r-r-1 /

2. Vocalizations:
(totat frequency /
all toys)
Atl sneech
i ) Stimulus related
ii ) Stimulus-unrelated
AII nonspeech
i ) Hummi-ng and singing
ii) Nonintelligible

C

Other Behavioural Measures

9

.8
7.L
26.2
2,3

14.
O

6,0

t+. s

L23

L3I.2

28,5

Mean

I\1I

I\1TJ

,77

70.8
,4

L7,96

7.Lo

rL.25

3 ,61!

37.r

It t
^f .I

26,2

I.3

27.70

,I

B

26,8

28

57 ,

Mean

BB. 05
11. 87

94,28

Lg

ùU

HÏ

5

67

.62

6,64

33.22

,89

7l+, 03

39.711
2.L+L

BB

,7

40.

3t+

SD

Normal Hearing (NH) and Hearíng Impaired (HI ) Children

Behavioural measures

for

of
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.

,66

L,27

2.39+É

1. B0

.

1.87
2.L7x

3,97j*x
3.ggxx

2. BIr+

t-ratio

\^
\o

2L,9
6,2

xo 1,05

x+*p <.001

xoþ<.ol

9.8

6.

)

Ïnteraction wíth mother
(toys )

secs.

),o

total

7.6
11. 0

7.6

6o.T

36.L

34.t+

Mean

Across all toys
Across SP toys
Across SA toys
Across NS toys

(

Nonplay

Nonspeech:
Across SP toys
Across SA toys
Across NS toys

Across SP toys
Across SA toys
Across NS toys

Speech:

Behavioural measures

NH

.

ot+

6,53

5.3L
9.85
5.69

rr.38

9.?6
B. fg
LL.93

44,t7

2t+

32.33
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B

4r,6

L3,7
L3 .6
10. 3

28,O

20,3
22,5

Ir.

IO,2
6.+

Mean

HI

B. BB

9,96

LL.79

25.59

16.3)

23,9+
23,00
29 ,50

22,09

l_0.05

11.5r

ÐIJ

OB

39+þ

7g*

96

2 5t',+

I

z

2

2.38*
2.L4x

OOn;+

L.g2

4.

2.66**
4.92xxx

t-ratio
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to the normal- hearing, the hearing impaired also tend
to use more nonspeech with sound producing toys' t(t5) =
L,9?, p (.10. Specific types of nonspeech, namely
humming and singing, tend to be used more often by normal
hearing children across all toys' t(15) = l-.80, p( .I0,
while nonintelligibJ-e vocal-izations are used more
frequently by the hearing impaired, t(15) = 2,39,!(.05.
The frequencies of other types of nonspeech, i.e.,
taughing and random sounds, ârê similar for both groups
of children. Frequenci-es of distressfuL nonspeech
vocalizations are not compared for the groups since
occurrences were only recorded for one ehil-d.
Nonplay. Across all toys the total duration of
nonplay is longer for hearing impaired ehildren' t(15) =
In relation to toy categories, the
2,?9, !(,05.
heari-ng impaired show more nonplay than the normalhearing with sound producing toys, t(f5) = 2,39, ! (.05,
and nonsound toys, t(15) = ?.5L, .P (.05' while there are
no differences in nonplay with sound associated toys.
Interaction with mother. Hearing impaired children

tend to interact with their mothers more frequentJ-y
across all- toy categori-es than normal hearing children'

t(l-5) = L.96, p(.10.
fn additi-on to comparing the behaviours of the two
groups of children with the experimental toys,
behavioural comparisons are also presented for the
rapport toys (taUte 10). Normal heari-ng and hearing
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impaired children play for simitar durations with both

with each phone separately. The frequency
of pretend vocalizations during make-bel-ieve play are
similar for both groups of children. Normal hearing
children use speech vocalizations more often than the
hearing impaired, t(f5) --3,I2, p (..01, whereas the
frequencies of nonspeech and communicative gestures are
simi-Iar. The frequency of interaction with mother and
the duration of nonplay are similar for normal hearing
phones and

and.

hearing impaired groups.

Relationship of Subiect Characteristics to
Behavioural Measures

Correlations of normal hearing arrd hearing.impaired

children's educational- experience, âBê, and socioeconomic
status (SES) with behavioural measures are presented
individually (ra¡l-e LZ),
Durations of pl-ay. The total length of time the normalhearing and hearing impaired play across all toy categories
is not related to their educational experience, age or SES.
l¡lithin toy categories, the more educational experience
hearing impaired children have, the longer they play with
nonsound toys, r( l-4 ) = , 55, p. I .05, and the longer they
tend to play with sound producing toys, r(14) = .43, p <.f0.
Types of play. Correlations of manipulative, makebel-ieve, and cognitive-perceptual behaviours with education,
âBê, and SES are presented.
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experience normal hearj-ng children have, the longer they

in listening behaviours with the record player, r(14)
= ,50, !(.05, and the less time they spend manipulating
other than for sound production with musical instruments
and boxes, r(14) = '.60, p(.01. AIso, the older the
normal- hearing children are, the longer they tend to engage
in l-istening behaviours with the record player, r(14) =
,43, p <.10. For hearing impaired children, the l-ower
their SES, the more time they spend in other manipulations
with sound producing toys, r(14) = ,5I, p(.05.
2, Make-belíeve behaviours. For hearing impaired
children, the older they are the more frequently they tend
to use anirnated gestures when playing with all toys '
r( t4) = ,46, p <,10, and with sound assoeiated toys only,
r(1þ) = .4?, p< .Io. The hearing impaired al-so use pretend
vocal-j-zations more frequently across all- toys with
increasing age, r(14) = ,59, p<'!01.. For the normalhearíng children, the more educational- experience they
have, the less they use pretend vocalizations across all
toys, r(14) = ,53, p <.05.
3, Cogni-tive-perceptual behaviours. The rel-ationship
of âBê, education, and SES with classification, seriation,
spatial placement, a^nd constructive-building scores; ârê
presented separately. The older the normal hearing
children, the l-ess time they require to score one point on
the structured ctassification task' t(13) = -.69, p (.01.
In addition, higher SES of the normal hearing is rel-ated to
engage
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higher total classification scores across toys, r(l-4) =
-.52, ! {..05, and al-so to higher free-form cl_assification
scores with the geometric shapes, r(l-4) = -.53, p1 .05, For
the hearing impaired, higher total classifícation scores
tend to be associated with increasing age, r(14) = ,43, p<
.l-0. ¡igher seri-ation scores with the seriating sticks are

related to more educational- experience for normal hearing
children, r(10) = ,63, p < .05. Correl_ations obtained in
rel-ation to spatial placement scores índicate that the
older the hearing impaired chil-dren are, the more pieces
they correctly place across all puzzles, r(l-4) = ,?2, p <
. OOI-, the l-ess time they tend. to require to correctly plu""
orle pi-ece in a puzzl-e, r(14) = ,?O, p(.001. Norrnal
hearing children also tend to score higher on totaj_
spatial placement with increasing age, r(14) = .þ8, p<
,l-0. Constructive-building scores of both groups are not
related to educational experience, âg€, or SES. In
addition, the number of different cognitive-perceptual
behaviours shown with specific toys are not associated with
children's education, âgê, or SES.
The eorrelations of other behaviours of interest with
education, age and SES are presented.

behaviours. Normal hearing chil_dren
gesture l-ess frequently with all toys when they have more
Communicative

pre-school experience, r(t4¡ = -.56, .p(,05. For the
hearing irnpaired chil-dren, the l-ower their SES, the more
gestures they use in communicating, r(14) = ,52, p<.05.

In relation to vocalizations, the lower the

SES

of hearing
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impaired children, the higher the frequency of nonspeech
across all toys, r(14) = ,??, p1,OOI.

Interaction with mother. The more educationalexperience the normal hearing children have, the less they
interact with their mothers, r(14) = -,50, p<.O5,
Nonplay. Education, ãBê, and SES are not rel-ated to
the duration of nonplay across all toys for either normal
hearing or hearing impaired children.
For the hearing impaired children, correlations of the
degree of hearing Ioss and the months of amplification,
ì a
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behavioural measures are presented separately (ta¡le 13).

Durations of play. When maximum l-osses are considered,
the greater the hearing l-osses of the children, the less
they play with sound producing toys, r(14) = -,53, p1,05,

less they tend to pfay across all toys, r(l-4) = -.4+
<.10" Even for minimum losses, shorter play durations with
sound producing toys tend to be related to greater hearing
losses, r(1þ) = ,44, p(.f0. On the other hand, amplificatj-on experíence is not rel-ated to pfay durations.
Types of pl-ay. The rel-ationships of manipulative,
and the

make-be1ieve, and cognitive-perceptuaL behaviours with

chil-dren's degree of hearing loss and months of amplification are presented individually.
1. Manipulative_behaviours. Correlations between the
degree of hearing loss and duration of manipul-ative
behaviours indicate that the greater the hearing loss,
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(a) the less time the children

in sound manipulation
when minimum losses are considered, r(t41 = -,?6, p1,oJ-,
and (b) the less time they engage in tistening behaviours
in terrns of either maximum hearing losses, r(14) = -,63,
p (.01, or minimum losses, r(t4¡ = -,50, p1,05, On the
other hand, amplifieation experience ís not related to
durations of other kinds of manipulation
2, Make-believe behaviours, The greater the hearing
loss of the children, the less frequentÌy they use animated
gestures whil-e playing with sound associated toys when
minimum losses are considered, r(tþ) = -,52, p1,05, while
the same relationship tends to occur for maximum losses,
r(tll¡ = -,43, p (.10" The frequency of animated gestures
or pretend vocalizations is not rel-ated to the length of
engage

time children have worn hearing aids.

3. Cognitive-perce'ptual-_behaviours" Classification,
seriation, spatial placement, and constructive-building
scores are considered in rel-ation to children's degree of
hearing loss and amplification experience. Correlations
between the degree of hearing loss and cl-assification
scores indicate that the greater the hearing loss the lower
the total cl-assification scores across toys for maximum
losses, r( t4¡ = ,52, p (,05. In addition, chilôren with
greater hearing losses tend to require more time to score
one point on the structured classification task, when
minimum losses , r( 11) = ,5I, p (. f O are considered. There
is also a tendency for greater heari-ng l-osses to be
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classification scores (i.e.
highest scores) for maximum l-osses, r(1þ) = -,1+4i p (.10.
0n the other hand, months of amplifícation and cl-assification scores are not related. Seri-ation scores also show
r1o relation to months of amplification, but tend to be
associated.

with

l-ower free-form

lower the greater the hearing l-oss (minimum losses) when
scores with the seriating sticks r(LZ) = -.46, p(.I0, are

considered. Total spatial placement scores are lower for
children with greater hearing losses, for either maximum
losses, r( 1þ ) = ,60 , p1 .oz, or minimum losses, r( l-4 ) =
-,52, p (.05. In addition, the greater the hearíng loss,
the more time the chifdren require to place one piece
correctly in a puzzle when maximum losses, r(l-I|,) = .60, p
1.02, or minimum losses, r(14) = -.52, p ,05 are
considered. Lower constructive-buil-ding scores are
associated with greater hearing l-osses in children when
maximum }osses are considered, r(I4) = -,65, p (.ol-, with a
tendency toward lower scores in rel-ation to minimum losses,
r(t4¡ = .4g, p {.10. Months of amplification and
constructive-buil-ding scores are not related. The

diversity of cognitive-pereeptual behaviours is related
neither to the degree of hearing loss nor to the length of
time children have worn hearing aids.
Other behavioural measures of interest including the

frequencies of communicatíve behaviours and interaction
with mother, âs wel-I as the duration of nonplay show no
rel-ationship with children's degree of hearing loss or the
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number

of months they have had amplification.

CHAPTER

¿}

DISCUSSION

of this study was in regard to the socal-led immature or delayed pray deveJ-opment of hearing
impaired children, Assuming that auditory information and
feedback provi-de important input for the pfay behaviours of
normal- hearing chil-dren, it was expected that chil_d.ren who
receive reduced amounts or no auditory stimulation woutd.
play differently with sound rel_ated toys.
Though it was expected that the auditory feedback from
sound producing toys and the sound ericiting properties of
sound associated toys woul-d maintain longer periods of play
with normal hearing children, the hearing impaired chil_dren
in this study also played for simíl-ar lengths of time.
However, their degree of hearing ross was related to the
Ìength of time they played with the sound producing toys in
that the greater their loss the less time these children
played. This may have been a consequence of their hearing
little or none of the sound they were making wíth such
toys. 0n the other hand, the hearing impaired played for
significantly l-ess time with the nonsound toys, although
The concern

the more educational experience they had the longer they
played. This positive correl-ation may refl-ect the observed
encouragement these chil-dren recei-ved in their nursery
school-,for playing with this type of toy material. It
7B
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therefore appears that the degree of hearing loss does
affect the amount of time hearing impaired children play
with various types of toys, but that educati-onal experience
is also a rel-evant vari-able.
The manner in which chil-dren pfay with toys was al_so
expected to be affected by the auditory variable, Among
the types of play which were examined,6 the hearing impaired
showed more manipulation that did not produce sounds, with
children from l-ower socioeconomic backgrounds showing more
of this behaviour. Simil-arl-y, Kretschmer (I9?Z) neported
that the hearing impaired engaged in more play of a
manipulative nature than ehildren with normal_ hearing.
More other manipulation was also shown by the normal
hearing when they had less educational experience
Though the hearing impaired as a group listened to the
record player and manipulated for sound as much as the
normal- hearing, correlations with hearing status indicated
that the greater their hearing loss the less of these
behaviours they showed. 0n the other hand, the more
"

educational experience normal hearing chil-dren had, the
more they engaged in Iistening behaviours.

ït therefore appears that degree of hearing loss, and
to a lesser extent, socioeconomic status, affect the way in
which hearing impaired children manipulate toys, whereas
educational- experience is the important variable amons the
oTypes of play

in regard to specific toy
categories as well as across all toys.
I^têFô

C!^^Fôat

Rn

normal- hearing.

Animated gestures and pretend vocalizations, âs sub-

categories of make-believe play, were shown equally by
hearing impaired and normal- hearing children whil-e ptaying
across all toys, and with sound associated toys chosen to
el-icit these behaviours" However, the amount of animated

gestural behavi our decreased as the degree of hearing Ìoss
increased. The frequency of pretend vocalizations
increased with age among the hearing impaired and decreased
with more educational experience among the normal hearing
children.
These relationships suggest that make-belíeve ptay of
hearing impaired chi-l-dren was affected by their degree of
hearing loss and â8ê, whereas educational experience

to be a more rel-evant factor among normal- hearing
chil-dren. In this regard, Darbyshire's finding that the
appeared

hearing impaired showed less dramatic pfay than normalhearing children should be reconsidered in relation to the
hearing loss of his subjects, which averaged 87,g+ decibel-s
in the better ear, equivalent to a profound l-oss. In

contrast, the average hearing l-oss of chil-dren in the
present study was 69,t decibels in the better ear,
equivalent to a severe l-oss, which may have accounted for
similarities in make-bel-ieve play between the groups in the
present study. It would appear then, that children in the
present study who have greater hearing losses, seem to be
more similar in their amount of make-believe play to the
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chiLdren in Darbyshire's study.
Simil-ar frequencies of pretend vocal-izations,
including speech and sound effect utterances observed for
the hearing impaired and normal hearing, contrast with
Kretschmer's finding (L972) t¡rat hearing impaired chil-dren
used fewer of these types of pretend vocalizations.
However, âs Kretschmer reported, the hearing impaired

chil-dren which he sampled were not all directry guided or
encouraged in their preschoors for dramatic play abilities,
in particul-ar for pretend vocali-zations, whieh contrasts

with the preschool experience of the hearing impaired
children in the current study. fn this regard, Smilansky
(1968) has shown that imaginative and drarnatic play
behaviours increase in environments that provide the
reinforcement of , and the material-s for, imaginative play.
It is al-so possible that lower mean age may have been a
variable related to the l-ower frequency of pretend vocarizations for the hearing impaired in Kretsehmer's study,
although only their age range, i.e., j to 6 years, rather
than their mean age was reported. If age was a rel_evant
variable, it would follow that chil-dren in the present
study who were younger appear similar to the children
Kretschmer sampled in their use of pretend vocal-izations.
Trlhen the auditory variable was not essentiat to pfay,
as for cognitive-perceptual behaviours, hearing impaired
children and the normal hearing respond similarly. Thus,
similar l-evels of classification, seriation, spatial
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placement, and constructive-building behaviours may be
rel-ated to the fact that performa:ece was not directly

auditory informati_on nor linguistic
competence. The hearing impaired also showed the same
behavioural frexibility as the normal hearing in playing
with the toys in a variety of cognitive-perceptual_ ways.
such similarities in cognitive behaviours between hearing
impaired and normal hearing children are in agreement with
research findings of Furth (L964) who reported. that when
linguistic factors are controlred ín cognitive tasks, deaf
children perform as well- as the normal hearing.
dependent upon

However,

it is noteworthy that hearing impaired

children in the present study who suffered greater hearing
l-osses scored l-ower on spatial pJ-acement behaviours with
puzzles, and on classification summed across toys. other
research has also indicated that hearing impaired children
are notably retarded in their skill-s in handl-ing pu zzres
(Darbyshire, 1973) and in classification behaviours
(Kretschmer, 1972), rt is possibt-e that in their ability
to do puzzles chil-dren in the present study with greater
hearing l-osses were more similar to the hearing irnpaired in

Darbyshire's study who also suffered greater hearing
losses. rn Kretschmer's research, mean hearing l-oss was
not reported, so that possibly a hígher degree of hearing
l-oss arnong the children may have been a relevant variabre

their limited crassification behaviour. rf
this were the case, the hearing impaired children with the
assocíated with

B3

greater hearing losses in the present study wouLd appear to
more cÌosely resembl-e those chil-dren sampled by Kretschmer
in relation to cl-assifieation behaviour. rt was al-so found
that the greater the degree of hearing ross of children in
the present research, the lower they scored on
constructive-building. i¡lhile Darbyshire (f9?3) reported
that hearing impaired children were less developed in
constructive behaviours, specificalty block building, such
differences were only evident at later ages, i.e., about Z
years of age, while no differences existed between hearing
impaired and normal hearing chíldren of preschool age.
Although the children in Darbyshire's study suffered.
greater hearing l-osses, it appears that degree of l-oss did

not adversel-y affect their classification behaviours,
whereas a higher degree of hearing l-oss in the present
study seemed to interfere with children's ability to
F-- .
J

^'tJd.Þ
^^^;Þ J-.L
L;

rn addition to their degree of hearing 1oss, increasing
age of the hearing impaired was also rel-ated to their
ability to do puzzles, whereas for the normal hearing,
inereasing age and higher socioeconomic status were
associated with higher classification scores, with more
educational experience rel-ated to higher seriation scores.

It therefore appears that although cognitive-perceptual_
behaviours of the groups did not differ, the degree of
hearing loss, and to a l-esser extent, âgê, of hearing
impaired chirdren were variables affecting these behaviours,
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whil-e âgê, socioeconomic status, and educational_ experience
were the relevant variabl-es for children with normal_
hearing.

of behaviours not specificarly related to
the toy categori-es indicated that in their communicatíve
comparisons

behaviours, the hearing impaired. gestured more, used speech
less, and used nonintelligible vocal-izations more frequently.
Humming and singing vocarizations were also less common
among hearing impaired children. These findings are noteworthy considering that the preschool- which these chil_dren
attend maintains a purely oral educational approach.

rnterestingly, âs the socioeconomic status of the hearing
impaired changed from ]ow to high, gêsturing increased and
nonspeech decreased, whil_e among the normal_ hearing, the
amount of gesturing decreased with educational experience.

ït appears then, that for the hearing impaired, socioeconomic status infl-uenced the way in which they
communicated, whi-Le for the normal hearing, educational
experience was a relevant variable. Kretschmer (LgTz) and
Darbyshire (L973) al-so found that chitdren with hearing
impairments used gestures more often and used speech less
in communicating as compared to chil-d.ren with normal-

hearing. The resul-ts of the present study woul-d al-so seem
to support Furth's contention that if chir-dren with hearing
deficits are unable to express themser-ves sufficiently
through verbal language, they wil_l invent their own
personal system of gesturing as a means of communi-cation

ö5
^J

(Furth

, Lg73), However, the experimenter's unfamiliaritv

with the hearing impaired children may have been a
diseriminating factor in the recording of their vocalizations as nonintelligible, when in fact, such vocalizations
may have been interpreted as speech by their teachers or
parents. As Harris (L97I) notes, the speech of the deaf is
often less intelligible due to such factors as l-aek of
inflection and monotonous tone. It is noteworthy that
there was no difference between the groups in their use of
distressful- vocalízations, in contrast to Kretschmer's
findings that hearing impaired chil-dren displayed more fear
reacti-ons including distressful vocal-izations in a novel
test situation than normal- hearing chil-dren (Kretschmer,
L972), These different research findings may be rel-ated to
the fact that in the present study the mothers remained
with their children, whil-e in Kretschmer's study, children
were observed with no known adult present. Darbyshire
(1977 ) observed that hearing impaired children would not
enter an experimental setting without the presence of a
known adul-t.

of behaviours not specific to toy
categories also show that although both groups of children
played for similar durati-ons across all- toys, the play of
Comparisons

the hearing impaired was interuupted more by periods of
nonplay. Such a difference may be related to the minimal
interaction encouraged by the experimenter or mothers with
the children in the present study, which contrasted with the

B6

individual- guidance that the hearing impaired received from
adults in their preschool. Normal hearing children, on the
other hand, were observed to engage in less directed play

in their preschool. Although the hearing impaired chil-dren
seemed accustomed to more adult interaction during play in
their preschool, they interacted with their mothers as
often as the normal hearing, which may have refl-ected their
mothers' discouragement of interaction in the present
situation. Interestingly, normal hearing chil_dren with
more educational experience interacted with their mothers
l-ess, suggesting that with increased preschool experience
pfay

becomes more independent.

This study was exploratory in nature in an attempt to
specify some of the parameters related to play expressions

in hearing impaired preschool children. Based on the
results it may be concl-uded that the pfay behaviours of the
hearing impaired as a group were generally simiJ-ar to those
of normal hearing children. However, closer examination of
the data indicated that as the degree of hearing loss
increased, the play behaviours of hearing impaired
children were adversely affected. To a lesser extent, âge,
education, and soeioeconomic status were variabl_es which
also affected the way in which the hearing impaired

children played. It would appear, therefore, that it is
those children with the greater hearing l-osses approaching
the profound range who showed differences in play in the
direction hypothesized, while children with l-esser losses
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differences. These findings have important
implications for future studies in the area of play and the
hearing impaired, in suggesting a need for researchers to
systematically examine play behaviours relative to
childrens' degree of hearing loss. In addition, resul_ts of
the present study raise questions as to the type of
educationar experience best suited to children with varying
degrees of hearing loss. It appeared that children with
greater hearing l-osses did not function as adequately as
chil-dren with lesser losses in rel-ation to their educational- experience. Thus, in order to maximize benefits of
educational programming for children with more profound
aud.itory deficits, it is necessary to further research the
relative effects of different types of educational_
showed no

environments.

in the present
study was in relation to the selection of toy categories to
el-icit specific behavíours. It was expected that toys
selected for their sound producing properties woul_d el_icít
sound manipulation and listening behaviours, that toys with
sound associated properties would el-icit make-bel-ieve
behaviours, and that toys with nonsound properties woul_d
elicit cognitive-perceptual behaviours, However, it was
found that spontaneous play behaviours expected to be
characteristic of these types of toy material-s were not
limited to specific toy categories. For this reason, the
original intent of scoring strictly within toy categories
A methodological problem encountered

E8

for the types of play was altered to include behaviours as
they occurred relative to designated toys as well as across
all toys. Toys representative of the different categories
which most reliably el-icited play behaviours were the
musical instruments, the vehicl-es, and the geometric
shapes. It is recommended that such play materials be

for future researeh to more effectively examine
the role of auditory information and feedback for hearing
impaired chil-dren with various hearing losses, and to test
the possible benefits of types of toy materi-als for
educational programmi-ng with the hearing impaired.
considered

CHAPTER 5
SUIWIARY

literature and research on the play behaviours of
hearing impaired children indicates that generally theír
play is "immature" or less developed as cornpared to normal
heari-ng children. In an attempt to discern whether a tack
of auditory information is a rel-evant factor in "immature"
play behaviours of these chil-dren, the pfay stimul-i for
this study were specifically sel-ected on the basis of their
auditory-related properties. the three categories of toys
selected included: Toys children use to produce sounds,
toys with which children associate sounds or language, and
toys that do not produce sounds or are not associated with
sounds or language by children.
ft was, therefore, hypothesized that hearing impaired
and normal hearing children play differently with toys that
produce or are associated with sound but similarly with
toys not directly related to sound. More specifically, it
was expected that normal- hearing and hearing impaired
children play with sound producing and sound associated
toys for different lengths of time, and with nonsound toys
for si-mil-ar durations. In rel-ation to types of p1ay, it
was expected that both groups of ehildren manipulate for
sound and listen to sound producing toys, for different
lengths of time, âs well as differ in their make-believe
The

Ro

9o

toys, whil-e responding with
simil-ar eognitive-perceptual behaviours to nonsound toys.
fn addition, the commulLicative behaviours including
gestures and vocaLizations, interaction with mother, and
durations of nonplay were examined.
The independent variables of the present study were
auditory capacity, i.e., irnpaired hearing and normal
hearing, and categori-es of auditory-related stimuli, i.e',
sound producing, sound associated, and nonsound toys. The
dependent variable, namely, the response of a child to a
toy, was measured in terms of the durations of pJ-ay and
major types of ptay, including manipulative, make-believe,
a¡d. cognitive-perceptual- behaviours with each of the toy

responses

to

sound. associated.

categories,

Subjects included t6 hearing impaired preschool
children and 16 normal hearing children individually
matched with the hearíng impaired group on age ' sex,

and

social status"
Each chil-d was tested

individually in a small playroom

with the mother present, during three lJ-minute sessions,
with a J- to J-minute break between sessions. The entire
session *as vÎdeotaped through a one-way miruor. Rapport
was established with the child through the presentation of
two telephones for a maximum of 5 minutes of play.
Individual toys were presented from each of the three toy
categories during a session allowing a maximum free play
period of 5 minutes each. Although the experimenter

9I

the chil-d to play if necessary, verbal interacti-on was kept to a minimum and assistance was given only
if a child's frustration was interfering with his p1ay.
The behaviours investigated were recorded from the
videotapes in the form of a running reeord as they occurred
i-n a session. fnter-observer reliabilities in the coding
of behaviours were generally high, ranging from r = ,B? to
l-.00. The durations of total play were cal-cul-ated for each
of the toy categories and across all toys. Types of play
scored incl-uded manipulative behaviours consisting of
sound manipulations, other manipulation, and listening
behaviours with sound producing toys and across aII toys;
encouraged

make-bel-ieve behaviours consi-sting

of animated gestures

and

pretend vocal-izations with sound associated toys and across
all toys; cognitive-perceptual behaviours consisting of

classification, seriation, spatial placement, and
constructive-building with nonsound toys and across al-I toy
categories. Across al-l toys, communicative behaviours
consisting of gestures and vocalizations, nonplay, and
interaction with mother were also coded a¡d scored.
Comparisons between hearing impaired and normal hearing

chil-dren in relation to durations and types of play
responses, as well as other behaviours of interest were
analyzed using a correl-ated

coefficient

was used

!-test.

The Pearson correlation

to eorrel-ate subject characteristics

and behavioural- measures.
The

results obtained indicate that the pfay of hearing
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impaired children as a group was generally similar to that
of normal hearing children although some differences did

occur. contrary to the hypothesis on durations of pray,
both groups play for simirar rengths of time with sound
prod.ueing and sound assoeiated toys and for different
lengths of time with nonsound toys. However, for hearing
impaired children, the greater their hearing l_oss, the l_ess
they pfay with sound producing toys, whil_e the more
educational experience they have, the longer they pfay with
nonsound toys. rn relation to types of play, the hearing
impaired nanipulate for sound and engage in listening
behavíours for simil-ar durations as normal hearing child.ren,
although as hearing losses increase r-ess time is spent in
such behaviours. similar make-believe responses in terms
of durations of animated gestures, and frequency of pretend.
vocalizations are shown for both groups, however, greater
hearing l-osses are associated. with fewer animated gestures.
As expected, the l_evels of cognitive-perceptual_ performance
of the groups are simil-ar in reration to cl-assification,
seriation, spatial placement, and constructive-building
behavioural- scores. on the other hand, the greater the
hearíng losses of the hearing impaired. ehil-dren, the l_ower
their scores on cl-assificatio,n, spatial pracement and
constructive-building. rn addition to the major infl_uence
of degree of heari-ng loss, other variabr-es which influence
the hearing impaired chil-drens' play are âgê, education,
and socioeconomic

status. comparisons of behaviours not
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specifically related to the toy categories indicated that
in their communicative behaviours, the hearing impaired
gestured more, used speech less, and nonintel-Iigible
vocalizations more frequently. As well, the play of
hearing impaired children is intemupted more by periods of
nonplay, although both groups play for simil-ar durations
across all toys.
Based on the results it may be concluded that the play
behaviours of the hearing impaired as a group vrere generally
similar to those of normal hearing children. However, upon
cl-oser examination of the data, increasing hearing losses
appeared to adversely affect ihe play behaviours of hearing
impaired chil-dren, while â8e, edueation a¡d socioeconomic

status are variables which al-so affected, to a lesser
extent, the play of this group. It would appear, therefore,
that it was those children with the greater hearing Iosses
who showed differences in play behaviours in the direction
hypothesized when auditory information and feedback are
related to such play expressions. this study raises
important questions for future research in rel-ation to
systematically examining play behaviours in terms of
chil-drens' degree of hearing loss, and to examining diffe-

rent types of educational- experience most suitabl-e to
children with varying degrees of hearing loss.
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APPENDIX A
SUBJECT DESCRIPTTON

Table A,

Number

of

Normal Hearing and Hearing Impaired

Chil-dren According

A(,
Tab1e A,
Tab1e

to

Age

Measurement

of

Description

and. Examples

at Time of Testing

Socioeconomic Status

of

Socioeconomic

Cod.es

to Measure Socioeconomic Status
Number of Normal- Hearing and Hearing Impaired
Children According to Soeioeconomic Status
Number of Normal Hearing and Hearing Impaired
Children According to Preschool Educational
Used

Table A4
Table A,

Experience.

Table A¿
o

Number

of

Normal Hearing and Hearing Impaired

Children According to Family Size and Birth
0rder
Table A,
Table A,

of Hearing Impaired Children According
to Months of Ampl-ification
Number of Hearing Tmpaired Chil_dren According
to l,evel of Communication Abilities as Rated
Number

by Mothers.

l_00
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Table A,
Number

of

Normal- Hearing and Hearing rmpaired

According

to

Age

at Time of Testing
Hearing status

Age (mos.

)

NH

r

?R

Jr

t+z

It /
+)

46
<ô

HI

1

I

I

il.o

3

)

))

2

I

¿ l.

)+

JI

)Õ

ot_

2

1

children

l-02
TABTE A2

Measurement

of

Socioeconomic Status

of the chíldren in the
present study was assessed by the following classification
compiled by Darbyshire.l Thís scale was based upon
Bl-ishen's (L967 ) "socioeconomic index" for Canadian occupati-ons using the Lg61 census data. Blishen attributed.
various occupations with numeri-cal- values based on income
The soci-oeconomic background

and education.

child was assigned a socioeconomic number value
according to the father's occupation (listed in Tabl-e A3).
In some cases, íf there was no father (or no father
substitute), the mother's occupation was applicable.
ltlithin pairs, normal hearing and hearing impaired children
Each

were matched as closely as possibl-e on socioeconomic status

ín terms of their assigned socioeconomic number val-ue
( i. e . , either code #1, 2, 3 or lt. ) .
-Darbyshire, J., Personal communication, Septembet 5,
1978,

'l

^?

Table A,

Description and Examples of Socioeconomic
Codes Used to Measure Socioeconomic Statusa

ode

C

Description

ExampÌes

PROFESSIONAI

T,awyers, physicians,

Positlons now normally
requiring university
degrees

or equivalent.

university faculty,
public servants in
administration,
executives of J-arge
commei'cial

enterprises, etc.
2

tvlANAcERIAt & CLERICAT
'wn].fe-collar positions

usually rèquiring
high school- education
and some formal
training.
now

f,esser qualified
teachers, managers in
business, secretaries,
foremen in large
concerns, sales people,
owners, managers of
small- businesses,

police constables,
bank tellers, etc.
1

SKIIIED

_---a_

Usual-ly now requiring
some form

of
recognized formal-

training.

Technicians, plumbers,
foremen in smal_l_
concerns, firemen,

receptionists (if not
secretaries), operators

of

compl-ex industrial_
equipment, telephonists,

a{-a

4

SEMT-SKIIIED

Requlres some basic
training - usually
on the job.

Maíl earriers and
sorters, bus drivers,
railway workers, plasterers, stonemasons, shop
assistants, etc.

L0+

Table A, (continued)

C

ode

Description
UNSKTII,ED
_-;-..-._
No training required.

Examples

Farming, industrial

labourers, trappers,
hunters, fishermen,
etc.

a*
-By permission

of the author.
Note. Persorrnel in the armed forces were assigned

as fol-lows: Commissioned ranks #l-, non-cornmissioned ranks

#2, other rartks

,#4,

.t:l::";....'

| | t\

Table
Number

of

A4

Norma1 Hearíng and Hearing fmpaired

Children According to Socioeconomic Statusa

Hearing status

Socioeconomie

status

¿

I+

code
NH

.FlI

I

I

11

9

l_

+
L

*Tnformation on parental
occupation was obtained from
the preschool- which the chil_dren attended.
A

r06

Table A,
Number

of

Norma1 Hearing and Hearing

Impaired Children According to
Preschool Educational Experience (mos..

Hearing status

Educational
experi-ence (mos. )
1P

t-\

J

)

NH

HI

I

)

o

+

0

¿

6-t-o
't't -

'r <

L6-20
21 -

2<

L07

Tab1e A4
Number

of

Normal- Hearing and Hearing fmpaired Children

According to l':milrr $lzea and Birth Order

.t
stze/
order

Hearing status

-t''ajnl_Jy

birth

Family size

NH

HI

Birth order
NH
HT

+slzg
2

e735

3

1I+12

4

2000

*lilhere family size refers
Jlr

Ã

A.

+'Ã*i

J-

I ri

CLIIIJ-J-J

r

to the

number

of children

108

Table A,

of Hearing Impaired Children
According to Months of Amplification
Number

Months of

amplification

Number

of

./
l_o
7 - 12
T¿d

'ì?

]R

]q
-/

2TL

2<

)v

?l

Jv

?al

"A

4
4

chil-d.ren

rog

Table

A6

of Hearing fmpaired Children
According to level of Communication
Abilities as Rated by Mothers
Number

Rating

ommunication
skíl_1

C

Rather

Excel-l-ent Good
Understanding

of oral speech

Use of

oral- speech

-

L3

-

9

6

g

Understanding

of manualcommunication
or gestures
Use of manual
communication
or gestures

3

Il

Not

Not good at a1l

APPENDTX B

Sample

Letter to Parents

Vüith Consent Form

f¿v

:

THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA

UM

FACULTY OF HOME ECONOMICS
WINN¡PEG, CANADA R3T 2N2
TELEPHONE

204

474-9432

l-11

DEPABTMENT OF FAMILY STUDIES

0ctober 12,

l-978

Dear Parents,
næ .l-'
uvLlLL;
,he past two months T telephoned you regarding
some research we wil-I be conducting with hearing impaired
children at the Uni-versity of Manitoba (Department of Family
Studies ) .
lì"-;

This letter is to inform you of the nature of this project
to alIow you to give written consent to your child's
participation in this study. The study wil-l be looking at the
pfay behaviours of normal- hearing and hearing impaired children
in relation to different toy material-s. As I described to you
in our telephone conversation¡ wê are specifically interested
in whether hearíng impairment affects the play behaviour of
chil-dren. Since it is so often inferred that the play behavi-our
of hearing impaired children differs from that of normal
hearing chil-dren, wê believe that it is important to investigate
whether this is, ín fact, true, and if it is, in what ways
their play behaviour differs. Studies such as the present one
are important in order to understand how different types of
pfay materials affect a child's play behaviours and how young
and

children learn through pfay experiences.
The study will entail only one visit to the University.
We will ask you to accompany your child and to be present
during the play sessions at whích time we wil-l ask you to fill
out a short questionnaire regarding general background information on your child. The study will take place in a playroom
at the University, and your chil-d will be presented with a
series of toys and all-owed to play freely with each one. There
will be three bríef sessions lasting about 15 minutes each,
with a five-minute brealc between sessions. We wish to ensure
that we accurately observe and record your child's play
behaviour. For this reason we intend to videotape the sessions.
After I have obtained the necessary information from the
vídeotape in coded form, I wil-l- erase the tape.
We will arrange a time that is conveni-ent to both you and
your child's schedules. The sessions wilL be either in the
morníng or afternoon, orr a weekday or on a Saturd.ay or Sunday
(morning sessions will run from about 10:00 â.Ir. to 1I:00 a.m'
and aftãrnoon sessions from about 2¿OO P.il. to 3:00 p.rl. ) You
can expect to participate in the study sometime within the
next three to four weeks, artd wil-l be contacted shortly to
arrange a time suitable to you and your child.
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Vilith respect to both the questionnaire information
and the ptay sessions, strict eonfidentiality
wil_I be
errsured.

kindry_ complete

form on the for_lowing
to indicate whether ór notthe
you are wiliiñs-iã-áiro*
yogr child to partícipate in thi"s projéct. plãase
this-form as sóo? as þossibre in tñé siampeo, add.ressed
"ãtu"r,
envelope encl_osed.
page

lnlourd _you,

h?ll]9 you have a_ny. questions, f eel free to contact
,, _f
^!
or my
?T,+'/2-t+5)
- supervisor, Dr. Lois Brockman, ât
474-9432,
Thank you for your interest in this research.
Yours truly

Gaye Jackson.

me

:*' ''.'.'.
:

THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA

UM

FACULTY OF HOME ECONOMICS
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WINNIPEG, CANADA R3T 2N2
TELEPHONE

204

474-9432

DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY STUDIES

STUDY OF C}Iil,DREN'S

PIAY

BEHAVIOUR

Conducted by Gaye Jackson under Supervision

of Dr. lois

Brockman

Kind1y check one of the following:

are will-ing to aIl-ow our child to participate
in your research.

Vtle

prefer that our child did not
participate in your research.

hle wou1d

T understand that the videotaped record of our chil_d' s
play will be used for no other purþose than data col-Lection

for this study.

Signature
Date

..'..:
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Description and Presentation

of Toy Material-s
Table C,

Descripti-on of Toy Categories

Table C,

Individual_ Method of presentation of
Toys by Category
Counterbalanced Orders for presentation

Table C,

of Play Stimuli
Figure C4 Diagram of playroom
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1 ?<

Tabl_e

C

"l-

Ðescríption of Toy Categories
Sound Producing Toys

t. Musical instruments. A xylophone mounted on a
stand wj-th varied coloured keys and a wooden tapping stick
.t-

with a toy piano as an alternate.

player. A toy battery-operated record
with an off-on switeh, a wind-un button,
and a
records with five plastic record.È that
pJ-ayed popular chil-dren' s songs .
A set 9f six. square boxes mad.e of heavy
..3. -Boxçs.
eardboard
and covered with
bright blue and yellow paper
(three yellow and three bl-ue),
of three difiereni
(one blue and one yetlow of each size), re"=rr"ing Ë1""=
5 inches, and 3 ínóhes square. Three of the boxes 7-inches,
eontained small bel-l-s suspended inside in order to minimize
vibrations when they jingred (ptaced inside the middl-e- and
small-sized blue boxes, ás weri as the med.ium-sized yellow
'
box).
2.

player

Record

Sound Associated Toys

l-. vehi c1es. small metal vehicres which incl-uded. a
ga1r an aFþEã-with a propeller, ii"" engine *iii-t
" loadiñg platform.
ladder, and a dumptruck with a movabre
"
The vehieles were presented with a garage, coñstructed of
heavy cardboard_ and painted brown, that-was large enough to
store the vehicresr md a smar-r- plastic stoprigñt with red.,

lights.
.--2' Animals. small animal-s of soft pliabre prastic
that inetffiG-sheep, Þig, cow, dog, and lion. In
addition, a barn, constructed of heãvy cardboard
painted red, of proportionate size to the animalsand
was
presented with a red cardboard. watering trough.
A set of two plastic finger puppets
.3,incruded
luppçtF.
which
sesame street chaiacters "Beñt" anä-',eig
Bird." Alternate.toys incl_uded a set of Wal_t Disney
hand puppets consj_sting of "Donald Duck". and "Micke!
Mo.se" with plastic heads and cl-oth bodies, and a sécond
s,et of larger hand puppets eonsisting of sesame street
characters "cookie Monster" (fuzzy cloth body and head),
and "Ernie" _(plastie head with fuzzy hair, floppy arms'with
plastic hands,
and cloth body).
amber, and green

1a/
r+o

Nonsound Toys

I. Puzzles. The puzzles included eight wooden
picture p[ZZFof five- to seven pieces each that includ.ed
the following in their presentation ordert (a) closedfigure puzzles: tree puzzLe with large knobs (6 pieces),
ladybug puzzLe with large knobs (J pieces), tool puzzl-e
without knobs (6 píeces), animal puzzLe with small
knobs (/ pieces), (b) open-closed figure vegetable puzzle
(J pieces), and (c) open figure puzzles: duck puzzle (5
pieces), elephant puzzLe (J pieces), gingerbread man (8
pieces

)

.

?. Se¡ig!¿gg_l-gyg. These incl-uded a set of nine
plastic n@ith
one green block and two of each
of the following colours: orange, yellow, blue, and white.
The alternate toy was a set of l-0 rectangular wooden
sticks of seriated lengths, painted red and yellow with
fíve sticks of each col-our.
3, Geometric shapes. A set of 50 geometric shapes
(a)
diffeieñt sLzes125 large, 25 small-), (b) colours
of
(16 yetlow, l-7 bl-ue, L7 red), (c) shapes (l-0 each of
squares, rectangles, circles, triangles, hexagons), and
(d) thicknesses (30 thick , 30 thin). Presented with the
shapes was a plastic open-faced box with separate partitions
that distinguished the pieces by shape and size (with I0
of the geometric shapes glued to the appropriate position
in the bottom of the box to be clearly visible to the
chil-dren for matching purposes).

Lt7

Table C,

fndividual Method of Presentation
of Toys by Category
Sound Produci-ng Toys

l. Musical i-nstruments. The experimenter presented.
the xylophone by setting it on the fl-oor in front of the
child, with the tapping sticks placed beside it. The
piano was similarl-y presented by setting it on the fl_oor
in front of the chil-d.
?, Eqxeq. The boxes were presented by dropping them
from a paper uag in order to jinþIe the belis in-Ëomã of
the boxes. The boxes were then scrambl-ed to mix the sízes
and colours.

3, Record pl-ayer. The experimenter presented the
record player with the button wound, and placed the five
plastic records beside it on the floor in- front of the
chil-d.

Sound Associated Toys

l-, Veþicles. The vehicl-es were presented by placing
with-ffitoplight
on the floor bèside the Sä"äg", iñ
view of the camera and in front of the chitd. The airorane
them

was placed on

the garage roof.

2, {4imals. The experimenter presented the anima}s
by settinflthã-up with tÎre water tr-ough beside the barn,
ín view of the camera, and in front of the child.
3, Puppets. The experimenter presented the finger
puppets by placing them on a finger of each hand, and
similarly presented the hand puppets by placing one on each
hand. 'lnlhen giving a chi]-d the puppets, the experimenter
hel-d them up to the rnirror and pointed to their refrection,
saying, "See," in order to encourage a chitd to use the
mirror while playing.
Nonsound Toys

l. Puzz1es. A puzzle was presented by first showing
ít to tnelñffi-and then d.umping the pieces- out, as wel-I ãs
turning them right side up on the floor besíde the puzzle,
Al-1 children were presented with the puzzles in a sèt order,
beginning with the cl-osed-figure puzzles with knobbed
pieces and ending with the open-figure puzzles ( see Tab1e
C, for the specific presentation order).

1 l_ö

Table C, (continued)

2, Seriating toys, The experimenter presented the
nesting b@g
them apärt and p]aðing them on
the fl-oor, and mixing up the sizês and eolours. Simil-ar1y,
the seriating sticks were placed in a scrambled manner on
the floor in front of the chil-d.
3, Geometric shapes. The shapes were presented to
a child by scattering them on the floor out of a cardboard
box, and mixing them up. In addition, the geometric form
box was presented by setting it on the fl-oor in front of
the child and pointing to the shapes inset in the box.
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Table C,
Counterbalanced Orders

for

Presentation of Play Stimuli

toy categori-es
(a) sP /. NS / sA
SA/SPlNS
NS / sA,/ sP

Across

lnlithin Toy Categoriesa
(a) a / s / c
D
/n
D/U/H

/

c /r/s

(b)

sP/sa,/NS
SA/NS/SP

NS/sPlsA
/'h l

^

A/c/v
e/a/c
c/s/a,

Possible Orderings For
Experimental- Sessi-ons

(a)

/'ì

\

(2)

Session 'ì.
Session 2,
Session 3t
Session 't.
Session 2.
Session ?.

(3)

Session 1:
Session 2¿
Session 3t

sP (A)

/
NS (B) /
sA (c) /
NS (A) /
sA (B) /
sP (c) /
sA (A) /
sP (B) /
NS (c) /

lvs

se
sp

sa
sp
Ns

sp
Ns

ss

(B)

/ sa (c)
(c) / sp (A)
(A) / ws (B)
(B) / sp (c)
(c) / Ns (A)
(A) / st (B)
(B) / ms (c)
(c) / st (A)
(A) / sp (B)

Note. Each experimental and matched control- sub j ect
within pairs was randomly assigned to one of the above
orderings of stimuli presentation.
"toy categories v¡ere subdivided as follows:
1. Sound producíng toys, (A) xylophone, (B) boxes,
(C ) record player
2. Sound assocíated toys: (A) vehicles, (B) animals,
(C ) puppets
toys: (A) puzzles, (g) nesting blocks,
3, Nonsound.
(C ) geometric shapes.

Lzj
Tabl-e

(b)
(¿l)

Session 1:
Session 2:
Sessi-on

(5)

I A\

C" (eontinued)

3¿

sP (A) / sa (c)
sA (c) / ivs (B)

NS (B)

/

Session 't.
Session 2t
Session

/
NS (c) /

Session
Session
Session

NS

l.
2z
3z

sA (A)

eD /¡\
\!./

v¿

lvs

sp
/ <¡
vn
/

(A) /

sP (c)
sA (B)

sP

/
/

sp
sa
ns

/ Ns (B)
/ sp (A)
(A) / st (c)
(c) / sp (B)
(B) / se (A)

/
(c) /
(A)

(B) /
(A) ,/

rus (c)

ss

(B)
ws (A)
SP (C)

1A1

Presentation chart

+

I

Toys

(
ó*

ter
One-way

mirror

Figure C4. Diagram of playroom.
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Sample Questionnaire

L22

L23

Play Reseàrch Pro.iect
Questionnaire

Please fill

carf.

in the following questionnaireâ as best
for your help and co-operation.

Thank you

Name

you

of ehild.

your ehild been enrolled in a preschool
program(s)? Please indicate type of program and length
of time enrol-led.
How l-ong has

Does your

brothers
many.

child have any brothers or sisters at
si-sters

home?

(Please indicate

how

)

If yes, please indicate whether your child
or second-born, etc.

was

the first-

Part 1
1. How does your child choose to spend inis/ner free play
time at home. Please describe briefly.

2.

favourite toys,
activities? Please deseribe briefly.

Does he/she have any

gamesr or

lvlost of the questionnaire items were obtained from a questionnaire used by Trrilliams, Darbyshire and Campbell , !g?j.

L24

3, Is herlshe ever interested. in smellirg, mouthing, or
feeling toys and objects when playing?
If yes, please describe briefly.
4.

Does your chil-d ever

5,

Does herlshe ever pretend an object is something
not? (e.g. pretending a bl-ock is a person)
If yes, please give one or two examples.

6,

Does your chitd ever dramatize or put on simple plays
with puppets?
If yes, please deseribe.

7.

Does your

'pretend' in his/lner play?
If yes, describe briefly, giving one or two examples.

are

aware?

it is

child have imaginary playmates of which you
ff yes, please deseribe.

L25

Name

Part
8.

of chil-d.

2

Outside of school, does your chil-d play alone, with

others, or both?

P1ease check.

Always al-one
Sometimes

/o

with others

Mostly with others
If herlshe plays with others, please describe by
checking one of the followíng.
Vilith one other
ïn groups of 2 or 3
In groups larger than

c

J

10. Does your child prefer to play alone or with others?
Alone

With others

1l-. Is your child interested in playing with cars,
trucks, trains, airplanes, etc.?
If yes, pl-ease describe this play EFîã:ff,
T2.

Does he/s]ne ever

build with bl-ocks or other

strueti-on material-s? Yes
(a) If yes, please describe.

(b)

con-

No

your child buitds, does he,/she appear
to build mostly for the enjo¡rment of
building, or does he/she put his/her
construction to some further use? (e.g.
building an airport, then playing with

hlhen

L26

airplanes in the buitding) Please

describe.

(c) wourd you deseribe hisr/her building
símple
, elaborate

-'

as

l.27

Name

Þnrt
'ì?

of child.

?

J

your child stay with o.ne toy or activity for
some time or does he/she prefer to play with
several- toys for shorter periods of time? Please

Does

quite

describe briefly.

r

Jr

-L-l ¡

.

your child in hisrlher play ever arrange objects
in terms of size ( smallest to biggest or biggest to
<mq1'laqt\?
Tf yês, please describe

Does
v¿t.*r¿ve

briefly.

v I

.

your child ever píIe or sort objects or toys
together in groups according to col-our, size or
shape, etc.? (e.9. separating all the big blocks and
srnal-l blocks or all the red crayons and blue crayons )
If yes, please give a few examples,

L5.

Does

L6,

Does herlshe ever

play with puzzJ-es?
If
yês, are these simple in your opinion, or are they
com'ol-ex? Please eheck

(i)

¡

figure one-piece puzzles
witir or without knobs )
Open figure puzzles with 5 or

Closed
(

(

(

L7.

ii)

fewer pieces

iii )

Do you

open
more

feel that your child enjoys playing?

Yes
No

figure puzzles with
than J pieces

Not sure

T28

18. Ts your child ever interested in playing with musical
toys? ( e. g. musical- instruments, toy radios, record
players, etc. )
If yes, please describe
briefly.
Is there anything relevant to your child's play
behaviour whieh you feel has not been covered in
the questionnaire, please feel- free to comment in
the

space below.

L?9

Name

rarE,

of child.

r,â
+

1-r. ," your child's PlaY:
(a) Does herlshe understand oral

speech?

Excellently
Rather wel-l
Not well
Not at all(

b)

Does he/sine understand manual communicati-ons
or gestures?

ExcellentIy
Rather wel-l
Not well
Not at all
) Does he/she use oral- sPeech?
Excellently
Rather well
Not wellNot at all
(d) Does he/she ueg manual communications

(c

and gestures?

Excellently
Rather wel-l
Not well
Not at a1l
?0. Does your child use a hearing aid?
Always

Usually

Sometimes

Never

apart þ was given to the parents of hearing inpaired
children only.

I

2L,

How

long has your child been wearing a hearing aid?

22, To the best of your knowledge, at what age did your
chi-ld's hearing Ioss

23,

occur?

your child have any brothers or sisters
are hearing imPaired?

Does

who

Z+, Outside of sehool, does your chitd play mostly with:
Other hearing irnPaired children
Norma1 hearing children
Both hearing ímPaired and
normal hearing children

?rt

APPENDIX E

Table

E

Sample Behavioural Record

L3L

l.0B
SR

VLr

Ser

v
RP

SP

GA

I\\J

2.00 cl

Sg

Ser
It

Cl

\¡

38
nTrt

v

I.3o

SU

SR
mo

v

v

ms 25
\7

v
SR

V
SR

--)

mo

_>

EP
R

3.05 N
v

m

58N

SR

2.)o

NIR

vv

Bd

\¡

Hs
¡-o

50

Runníng Record

3.I5

Er

random pretend sounds.

Note

I. The codes refer to the foll-owing behaviours
ms ... sound manipulation
m ... other manipulatíon
Ser seriation
Cf ., classificaîion
N
"' nonPlaY
áã ::u"iroi.te
EP ... experime^l9" prompt
mo ., interaction with mother
G ... communiCative gesture
GA .. animated geStures
ET experimenter terminated
V .. vocalizationsi
:¡:^
stimulus unrelated, NC ... nonclassifiable'
Sp"åóit'iSR-:1. stimulus related, SU .,1(Sg
..i singing? Hg .^.i humming, NI : " nonintelSp ... speech pretend), ""ã*"o"åpãácrt
laughing, RP ..'
iîgíu1e îocariäãtions,'R ... ranãom,sounãs, D ...-distressful,1,.,.

Boxes

Toy

E

Sample Behavioural Record

Table

H

\,N)

not shown include:
child terminated
T-,t

Trg

listening behaviours
... "light" telephone

. e.

"

Note 2. A brief narrative account of a chil-d' s behaviours was added at the bottom
or thõ-TãFfe . If structures or pfay products were made, sketches were al-so included
for scoring purposes

Sd ... "sound" telephone

...

codes

ñm
\/I

Other

H
\,
UJ

